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The reliability theory has been formulated as the science of 
prediction, estimating or optimizing the probability of survival, 
the mean life or, more generally, the life distribution of 
components or system. Product reliability contribute much to 
quality and competitiveness. Much management and engineering 
effort goes into evaluating reliability, assessing new desings 
and design and manufacturing changes, identifying causes of 
failure, and comparing designs, vendors, materials, manufacturing 
methods, and the like. Major decisions are based on life test 
data, often from a few units. Moreover, many products last so 
long that life testing at design cnditions is impractical. Many 
products can be life tested at high stress conditions to yield 
failures quickly. Analyses of data from such an accelerated test 
yield needed information on product life at design conditions. 
Accelerated life tests are being increasingly employed to obtain 
information about the life distribution of materials or products 
in shorter span of time. 
The test units are induced to early failures by applying 
higher than usual levels of stress. The test data obtained at 
accelerated conditions are then extrapolated to the design stress 
level to estimate the life distribution. 
In this thesis I have developed an optimal accelerated life 
test designs for some life time distributions such as Rayleign, 
Weibull, and Burr Type XII distributions. The thesis comprises 
of five chapters. A brief summary of the problem is presented at 
the beginning of each chapters, and corresponding computational 
results in the form of tables are provided at the end of the 
chapter 3, chapter 4, and chapter 5. 
Chapter 1 is an introductory part of this thesis, which 
describes some fundamental aspects of an accelerated life test 
including important parametric models and test plans. 
Chapter 2 presents a brief survey of the development of 
research work in Accelerated life Test (ALT) designs in 
chronological order. Sixteen landmark research contribution have 
been selected for given a thorough insight into the ALT designs 
problems and solutions, which covered almost entire spectrum of 
the optimum test plans. 
Chapter 3 introduces statistically optimal accelerated life 
test plans under the assumptions of periodic inspection and Type-
I censoring, for the case of Rayleigh failure distribution. For 
optimal plans, the high stress level is standardized, the 
proportion of test units allocated, low stress level and the 
inspection times for equally spaced (ES) are determined such that 
the asymptotic variance of the maximum likelihood estimator of 
p*^ '^  quantile at the use condition is minimized. Sensitivity 
analyses and procedures for selecting a sample size are also 
discussed. 
Chapter 4 deals with the case where the lifetime at a stress 
level follow Weibull distribution. Optimal accelerated life test 
plans are developed under the assumptions of periodic inspection 
and type I censoring. The inspection times and low stress level 
are determined such that the asymptotic variance of the maximum 
likelihood estimator of the estimated mean or p^^ quantile at 
the use condition is minimized. Sensitivity analysis is also 
carried out to see how sensitive the asymptotic variance of the 
estimated mean is with respect to errors involved in the guessed 
failure probabilities at the normal and high stress levels. 
Chapter 5 presents designs of Optimal Accelerated Life Tests 
for the Burr Type-XII distribution under Periodic Inspection and 
Type I censoring. The life distribution has the distinction that 
its particular case contain log-logistic distribution for m = l. 
It is assumed that a log-linear relationship exists between the 
scale parameter of the lifetime distribution and the stress. For 
optimal plans, the proportion of test units are allocated, the 
high stress level is standardized, low test stress level and 
inspection times for equally spaced (ES) are determined, which 
minimize the asymptotic variance (AsVar) of the maximum 
likelihood estimator (MLE) of the log mean life or qth quantile 
of the lifetime distribution at design (use) stress. 
iv 
Computational results for different values of the shape 
parameters m and 5, indicate that the asymptotic variance of the 
NILE of the log mean life or q^^ quantile of the lifetime 
distribution at the design stress is not sensitive to the number 
of inspections at overstress levels. Sensitivity analysis is 
also conducted for different values of m and 8 to assess the 
uncertainties involved in the guessed failure probabilities for 
the unknown parameters at the design and high stress levels. 
Procedures for selecting a sample size and guidelines for 
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FUNDAMENTALS OF ACCELERATED TESTING. MODELS AND TEST PLANS 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
This chapter presents an introduction tO accelerated testing 
methods, models and Test plans. Section 1.2 describes various 
important aspects of planning an accelerated life test. Section 
1.3 describes mathematical models for accelerated life tests with 
constant stress, consisting of lifetime distributions and life-
stress relationships. These models are essential background for 
subsequent chapters. All planning and data analyses for 
accelerated tests are based on such models. The model depends on 
the product, the test method, the accelerating stress, the form 
of the specimen, and other factors. Section 1.4 gives maximum 
likelihood (ML) methods, which are basic for analyzing censored 
(and complete) data. This section pertains only to constant-
stress tests and data with a single failure mode. Section 1.5 
describes various accelerated life test plans. It also gives the 
accuracy (standard errors) of estimates for such plans and 
guidance on how many specimens to test. Presented here are 
optimal, traditional, and good compromise plans. Optimal plans 
yield the most accurate estimates of life at the design stress. 
Traditional plans consist of equally spaced test stress levels 
each with the same number of specimens. Good compromise plans 
run more specimens at low stress than at high stress. 
1.2 ELEMENTS OF ACCELERATED LIFE TEST PLANS 
This section presents background on accelerated test data 
and common types of acceleration of tests (i.e., high usage rate, 
overstress, censoring and degradation) and stress loading. 
1.2.1 TYPES OF DATA 
Accelerated test data can be divided into two types. 
Namely, the product characteristic of interest is (1) life or is 
(2) some other measure of performance, such as tensile strength 
or ductility. 
The following paragraphs describe the common types of life 
data from a single test or design condition. 
Complete. Complete data consist of the exact life (failure 
age) of each sample unit. 
Censored. Often when life data are analyzed, some units are 
unfailed, and their failure times are known only to be beyond 
their present running times. Such data are said to be censored 
on the right. In older literature, such data or tests are called 
truncated. Unfailed units are called run-outs, survivors, 
removals, and suspensions. Such censored data arise when some 
units are (1) removed from test or service before they fail, (2) 
still running at the time of the data analysis, or (3) removed 
from test or service because they failed from an extraneous cause 
such as test equipment failure. Similarly, a failure time known 
only to be before a certain time is said to be censored on the 
left. If all unfailed units have a common running time and all 
failure times are earlier, the data are said to be singly 
censored on the right. Singly censored data arise when units are 
started together at a test condition and the data are analyzed 
before all units fail. Such data are singly time censored if the 
censoring time is fixed; then the number of failures in that 
fixed time is random. Time censored data are also called Type I 
censored. Data are singly failure censored if the test is 
stopped when a specified number of failures occurs. The time to 
that fixed number of failures is random. Time censoring is more 
common in practice. Failure censoring is more common in the 
theoretical literature, as it is mathematically more tractable. 
Multiply censored. Much data censored on the right have 
differing running times intermixed with the failure times. Such 
data are called multiply censored (also progressively, hyper-, 
and arbitrarily censored). 
Competing modes. A mix of competing failure modes occurs 
when sample units fail from different causes. 
1.2.2 TYPES OF ACCELERATION 
The following paragraphs describe the common types of 
acceleration. They include high usage rate, overstress and 
degradation. 
High Usage Rate 
A simple way to accelerate the life of many products is to 
run the product at a higher usage rate. The following are two 
common ways of doing such compressed time testing, 
i) Faster. One way to accelerate is to run the product faster. 
For example, in many life tests, rolling bearings run at about 
three times their normal speed. High usage rate may also be used 
in combination with overstress testing. For example, such 
bearings are also tested under higher than normal mechanical 
load. Another example of high usage rate involves a voltage 
endurance test of an electrical insulation by Johnston and others 
(1979) . 
ii) Reduced off time. Many products are off much of the time in 
actual use. Such products can be accelerated by running them a 
greater fraction of the time. 
Overstress Testing 
Overstress testing consists of running a product at higher 
than normal levels of some accelerating stress(es) to shorten 
product life or to degrade product performance faster. Typical 
accelerating stresses are temperature, voltage, mechanical load. 
thermal cycling, humidity, and vibration. 
Degradation 
Accelerated degradation testing involves overstress testing. 
Instead of life, product performance is observed as it degrades 
over time. 
1.2.3 TYPES OF STRESS LOADING and ACCELERATING STRESSES 
The stress loading in an accelerated test can be applied 
various ways. Descriptions of common stress loadings follow. 
They include constant, cyclic, step and progressive stress 
loading. 
Constant stress. The most common stress loading is constant 
stress. Each specimen is run at a constant stress level. 
Step stress. In step-stress loading, a specimen is subjected 
to successively higher levels of stress. A specimen is first 
subjected to a specified constant stress for a specified length 
of time. If it does not fail, it is subjected to a higher stress 
level for a specified time. The stress on a specimen is thus 
increased step by step until it fails. 
Progressive stress. In progressive stress loading, a 
specimen undergoes a continuously increasing level of stress. 
Different groups of specimens may undergo different progressive 
stress patterns. 
Cyclic stress. In use, some products repeatedly undergo a 
cyclic stress loading. For example, many metal componeats 
repeatedly undergo a mechanical stress cycle. A cyclic stress 
test for such a product repeatedly loads a specimen with the same 
stress pattern at high stress levels. 
Accelerating Stresses 
In practice, one must decide how to accelerate a test. 
Should one use high temperature, mechanical load, voltage, 
current, vibration, humidity, or whatever? Should one use a 
combnination of stresses? 
Standard stresses. For many products there are standard test 
methods and accelerating stresses. For example, high temperature 
and voltage are usually used to accelerate life tests of 
electrical insulation and electronics. Such standard methods and 
stresses are usually based on much engineering experience. 
No standard stresses. For other products there may be no 
standard stresses. Then the responsible engineers need to 
determine suitable accelerating stresses. Experimental work to 
determine appropriate stresses may be required. 
Multiple stresses. In some cases more than one accelerating 
stress may be used, for various reasons. 
1.3 MODELS FOR ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS 
A statistical model for an accelerated life test consists of 
(1) a life distribution that represents the scatter in product 
life and (2) a relationship between "life" and stress. Usually 
the mean (and sometimes the standard deviation) of the life 
distribution is expressed as a function of the accelerating 
stress. 
This section presents the commonly used life distributions 
such as the exponential, Weibull, Rayleigh, log-logistic, Burr 
Type XII, Extreme value, normal and lognormal distributions, and 
also presents basic concepts for life distributions, including 
the reliability function and hazard function. This section also 
present life-stress relationships. The most widely used basic 
relationships are (1) the Arrhenius relationship for temperature-
accelerated tests and (2) the inverse power relationship. 
Singpurwalla (1975) surveys a number of models. 
1.3.1 EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
Exponential cumulative distribution function. The population 
fraction failing by age t is 
F(t) = 1 - e"^^®, t i 0 . (1.3.1.1) 
e > 0 is the mean time to failure (MTTF) . 8 is in the same 
measurement units as t, for example, hours, months, cycles, etc. 
Its failure rate is defined as 
X s 1/0 (1.3.1.2) 
and is a constant. 
Exponential reliability. The population fraction surviving 
age t is 
R(t) = e'^/®, t i 0 . (1.3.1.3) 
Exponential percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile is 
Tp = -0 In(l-P) . (1.3.1.4) 
Exponential probability density. Differentiation of 
(1.3.1.1) yields 
f(t) = (1/0) e"^ /® , t i 0 . (1.3.1.5) 
Also, 
f (t) = X e"'^ ^ , t i 0 . (1.3.1.6) 
Exponential mean. The mean is 
E(T) = J t(l/0) e~^^^ dt = 0 . (1.3.1.7) 
This shows why 0 is called the mean time to failure (MTTF) . 
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Exponential variance. For an exponential distribution, 
Var{T) = I t^(l/e)exp(-t/©)dt - e^ = B^ (1.3.1.8) 
This is the square of the mean. 
Exponential standard deviation. For an exponential distribution, 
(r(T) = (e^ )^ ^^  = 8 . (1.3.1.9) 
This equals the mean. 
Exponential Hazard Function. The exponential hazard function is 
h(t) = 1/0 = A , t i 0 . (1.3.1.10) 
Only the exponential distribution has a constant failure rate, a 
key characteristic. 
1.3.2 WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
The Weibull distribution is often used for product life, 
because it models either increasing or decreasing failure rates 
simply. It is used to describe the life of roller bearings, 
electronic components, ceramics, capacitors, and dielectrics in 
accelerated tests. 
Weibull cumulative distribution. The population fraction 
failing by age t is 
F(t) = 1 - exp[-(t/ce)^] , t > 0 . (1.3.2.1) 
The shape parameter (3 and the scale parameter a are positive. a 
is also called the characteristic life. a has the same units as 
t, for example, hours, months, cycles, etc. p is a unitless pure 
number. 
Weibull probability density. For a Weibull distribution, 
f(t) = (/3/a^ ) t^"-"- exp[-(t/a)^] , t > 0 . (1.3.2.2) 
P determines the spread in log life; high (low) p corresponds to 
small (great) spread. For /3 = 1, the Weibull distribution is the 
exponential distribution. 
Weibull reliability function. The population fraction 
surviving age t is 
R(t) = exp[-(t/a)^] , t > 0 . (1.3.2.3) 
Weibull percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile of a Weibull 
distribution is 
Tp = a[-ln(l - P)]-^/^ . (1.3.2.4) 
Weibull hazard function. For a Weibull distribution, 
h(t) = O/a) (t/a)^ '-"- , t > 0 . (1.3.2.5) 
A power function of time, h(t) increases for /3 > 1 and decreases 
for /3 < 1. For ^ = 1, the failure rate is constant. 
1.3.3 RAYLEIGH DISTRIBUTION 
Rayleigh cumulative distribution. The population fraction 
failing by age t is 
F(t) = 1 - exp[-(tV20^)] , t, e > 0 . (1.3.3.1) 
e is also called the characteristic life. 0 has the same 
units as t, for example, hours, months, cycles, etc. 
Rayleigh probability function. The probability density 
function is 
f(t) = {t/e") exp[-(t"/2e")] , t, 0 > 0 . (1.3.3.2) 
Rayleigh reliability function. The population fraction 
surviving age t is 
R(t) = exp[-(t^/2e^)] , t, e > 0 . (1.3.3.3) 
Rayleigh percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile of a Rayleigh 
distribution is 
Tp = e[-ln(l - P)]^^^ . (1.3.3.4) 
Rayleigh hazard function. The hazard function is 
h(t) = t/0^ , t > 0 . (1.3.3.5) 
It is a linear function of time. Thus the Rayleigh 
distribution would be especially suitable for life testing 
experiments of components which age with time. 
1.3.4 LOG-LOGISTIC DISTRIBUTION 
Log-logistic cumulative distribution. The population 
fraction failing by age t is 
F(t) = [1 + (t/e)*]"^ , t, 5, 0 > 0 . (1.3.4.1) 
0 is in the same measurement units as t, for example, hours, 
months, cycles, etc. In terms of X = 1/0 , 
F(t) = 1 - [1 + (At)^]"^ , t > 0 . (1.3.4.2) 
Log-logistic probability density. It is given by 
f(t) = - (t/e)^"^ [1 + (t/e)^]"^ , t > 0 . (1.3.4.3) 
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Although this model has been used occasionally in life 
testing applications, it has the advantage (like the Weibull and 
exponential models) of having simple algebraic expressions for 
the survivor and hazard function. It is therefore more 
convenient in handling censored data than the lognormal 
distribution while providing a good approximation to it except in 
the extreme tails. 
Also, 
f(t) = A6 (At)^ "-'-[l + (At)*]"^ , t > 0 . (1.3.4.4) 
Log-logistic reliability function. The population fraction 
surviving age t is 
R(t) - [1 + (t/e)^]'^ , t > 0 . (1.3.4.5) 
Log-logistic percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile is 
Tp = e(P/(l-P)]^/^ . (1.3.4.6) 
Log-logistic hazard function. For a log-logistic 
distribution, 
^^ ^ 5/8.(t/8)^-^ 
h(t) = , t > 0 . (1.3.4.7) 
1 + (t/8)^ 
1.3.5 BURR TYPE XII DISTRIBUTION 
Burr Type XII cumulative distribution. The population 
fraction failing by age t is 
F(t) = 1 , t > 0 . (1.3.5.1) 
[1 + (t/8)^]"' 
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The shape parameters 5 and m and the scale parameter 9 are 
positive. 8 is also called the characteristic life and it has 
the same units as t. Its failure rate is defined as A = 1/0, 
In terms of A, 
F(t) = 1 
[1 + (Xt)^]"' 
t > 0 . (1.3.5.2) 
Burr Type XII probability density. The probability function 
f{t) = 
m(s/e).(t/e)^"^ 
[1 + (t/8)^]"^^^ 
, t > 0 , (1.3.5.3) 
is unimodal if 8 > 1, and L-shaped if 5 = 1. For m = l, the Burr 
Type XII distribution is the log-logistic distribution. Also, 
f(t) = 
m(A5)(Xt 5-1 
[1 + (At) ] 
t > 0 . (1.3.5.4) 
Burr Type XII reliability function. The population fraction 
surviving age t is 
R(t) = 
[1 + (t/e)^]"^ 
t > 0 . (1.3.5.5) 
Burr Type XII percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile is 
Tp = 9 
1 - (1 - P) i/m 
(1 - P) i/m 
1/6 
(1.3.5.6) 
Burr Type XII hazard function. For a Burr Type XII 
distribution, the hazard function is 
11 
m(5/8)(t/8)^"^ 
h(t) = , t > 0 . (1.3.5.7) 
1 + (t/e)^ 
This hazard function is identical to the Weibull hazard 
function aside from the denominator factor 1 + (t/9) ; it is 
monotone decreasing from co if S < 1 and is monotone decreasing 
from \ = 1/e if 5 = 1. If 6 > 1, the hazard function resembles 
the lognormal hazard function in that it increases from zero to a 
1/6 
maximum at t = 6 ( 6 - 1 ) ' and decreases towards zero thereafter. 
1.3.6 EXTREME VALUE DISTRIBUTION 
The (smallest) extreme value distribution is needed 
background for analytic methods for Weibull data. Indeed the 
(base e) log of time to failure for a Weibull distribution has an 
extreme value distribution. Like the Weibull distribution, the 
smallest extreme value distribution may be suitable for a 
"weakest link" product. 
Extreme value cumulative distribution. The population 
fraction below y is 
F(y) = 1 - exp{-exp[(y-?)/5] }, -co < y < oo . (1.3.6.1) 
The location parameter ^ may have any value from -co to co. 
The scale parameter 5 is positive, and it determines the spread 
of the distribution. ^ and 5 are in the same units as y. 
Extreme value density. For an extreme value distribution, 
f(y) = (l/5)exp[(y-C)/5] exp{-exp[(y-^)/6]}, (1.3.6.2) 
-00 < y < 00 . 
Extreme value reliability function. For an extreme value 
distribution, 
R(y) = exp{-exp[(y-^)/5] }, -oo < y < » . (1.3.6.3) 
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Extreme value percentile. The lOOP^^ percentile is 
here 
^p = ^  + Up6 ; 
UD = ln[-ln{l - P)] 
(1.3.6.4: 
(1.3.6.5; 
is the lOOpt^ standard extreme value percentile 
(C = 0 and 5 = 1 ) . 
Extreme value hazard function. For an extreme value 
distribution, 
h(y) = (1/S)exp[(y - e)/5] , -«. < y < » . (1.3.6.6) 
1.3.7 NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
Normal cumulative distribution function. The population 
fraction failing by age y is 




K - U 
a 
v. J 
dx , (1.3.7.1; 
< y < 
M is the population mean and may have any value. a is the 
population standard deviation and must be positive. u and a are 
in the same measurement units as y. (1.3.7.1) can be expressed 
in terms of the standard normal cumulative distribution function 
$0 as 
F(y) = f[(y - M)/o-] , -co < y < CO . (1.3.7.2) 
$0 is (1.3.7.1) evaluated at M = 0 and cr = l. 
Normal probability density The probability density is 
f(y) = (2na^)~''^ expt-(y - u)^/(2a^)] . 
-00 < y < 00 
(1.3.7.3) 
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Normal percentile. The lOOP'^ h percentile is 
T)p = fi + Zp(T ; (1.3.7.4) 
Zp is the lOOP^^ standard normal percentile. 
Normal mean and standard deviation. For the normal 
distribution, 
E(Y) = u and (r(Y) = a (1.3.7.5) 
are the distribution parameters. 
1.3.8 LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
The lognormal distribution is widely used for life data, 
including metal fatigue, solid state components (semiconductors, 
diodes, GaAs FETs, etc.), and electrical insulation. The 
lognormal and normal distributions are related; this fact is used 
to analyze lognorroal data with methods for normal data. 
Lognormal cumulative distribution. The population fraction 
failing by age t is 
F(t) = #{[log(t) - u]/a , t > 0 . (1.3.8.1) 
U is called the log mean and may have any value from -oo to oo. a 
is called the log standard deviation and must be positive, n. and 
cr are not "times" like t. The cumulative distribution can also 
be written as 
F(t) = ${[log(t/T.5o)]/o-} = *{log[t/T.5o)'^ *^ ]} ; (1.3.8.2) 
here T 50 = log(M) is the median. (1.3,8.2) is similar to the 
Weibull cumulative distribution. 
Lognormal probability density. For a lognormal distribution, 
f(t) = {0.4343/[(2rr)^ \^(r]} 
. exp{-[log (t)-n]V (20-2)} ^ t > 0 . (1.3.8.3) 
Percentile. The lOOP^h lognormal percentile is 
Xp = antilog[M + Zpcr] = 10^ "^ P^^  ; (1.3.8.4) 
here Zp is the lOOP^h standard normal percentile. 
Lognormal reliability function. The population fraction 
surviving age t is 
R(t) = 1 - ${[log{t)-u]/a} = ${-tlog(t)-M]/cr} . (1.3.8.5) 
1.3.9 ARRHENIUS LIFE-TEMPERATURE RELATIONSHIP 
This section presents the Arrhenius law for reaction rates 
and motivates the Arrhenius life relationship. 
The Arrhenius life relationship below describes the life of 
products and test specimens that run under constant temperature. 
The Relationship 
This section motivates the Arrhenius relationship. 
Arrhenius law. According to the Arrhenius rate law, the rate 
of a simple (first-order) chemical reaction depends on 
temperature as follows 
rate = A'exp[-E/(kT) ] ; (1.3.9.1) 
E is the activation energy of the reaction, usually in electron-
volts. 
k is Boltzmann's constant. 
T is the absolute Kelvin temperature. 
A' is a constant that is characteristic of the product failure 
mechanism and test conditions. 
The rate of metal diffusion is described by the same 
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equation. thus the following Arrhenius life relationship based 
on (1.3.9.1) may describe failures due to diffusion in solid 
state devices and certain other products made of metal. 
Motivation. The product is assumed to fail when some 
critical amount of the chemical has reacted (or diffused); a 
simple view of this is 
(time to failure) = (critical amount)/rate. 
This suggests that nominal time x to failure ("life") is 
inversely proportional to the rate (1.3.9.1). This yields the 
Arrhenius life relationship 
T = A exp[E/(kT)] . (1.3.9.2) 
Linearized relationship. The (base 10) logarithm of 
(1.3.9.2) is 
where 
log(T) = 7o + (ri/T) (1.3.9.3) 
Ti = log(e)(E/k) s 0.4343E/k . (1.3.9.4) 
Thus the log of "nominal life", log(x), is a linear function 
of inverse absolute temperature x = 1/T. Common choices are the 
BO^h, 63.2th^ and lO^h percentiles. (1.3.9.4) can be expressed 
as 
E = 2.303 k Ti (1.3.9.5) 
Arrhenius acceleration factor. By (1.3.9.2) the Arrhenius 
acceleration factor between life x at temperature T and life x' 
at reference temperature T' is 
K = x/x' = exp{(E/k)[(1/T)-(1/T')]} . (1.3.9.6) 
1.3.10 INVERSE POWER RELATIONSHIP 
This relationship is sometimes called the inverse power law 
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or simply the power law. 
The power relationship below describes the life of products 
and test specimens that run under constant stress. 
The Relationship 
Suppose that the accelerating stress variable V is positive. 
The inverse power relationship (or law) between "nominal" life x 
of a product and V is 
T(V) = A/V^i ; (1.3.10.1) 
here A and •yj are parameters characteristic of the product and 
the test method. Equivalent forms are 
T(V) = (A'/V)^^ and T(V) = A"(Vo/V)^i ; 
here VQ is a specified (standard) level of stress. The parameter 
Ti is called the power or exponent. 
Linearized relationship. The natural logarithm of (1.3.10.1) 
is 
ln(x) = ifo + ?ri[-ln(V)] . (1.3.10.2) 
Thus the log of "typical life", ln(T), is a linear function 
of the transformed stress x = -ln(V). "Life" x is usually taken 
to be a specified percentile of the life distribution. 
Power acceleration factor. By (1.3.10.1), the power 
acceleration factor between life x at stress V and life x' at 
reference stress V is 
K = x/x' = (V'/V)^ i . (1.3.10.3) 
1.3.11 MULTIVARIABLE RELATIONSHIPS 
This section presents relationship between life and two or 
more variables, which may be stress or other predictor variables. 
This section first presents a general multivariable 
relationship - the log-linear relationship; it includes the 
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generalized Eyring relationship. 
Log-linear Relationship 
A general, simple relationship for "nominal" life T (say, a 
percentile) is the log-linear relationship 
ln(x) =70+ YiXi + ... + yjXj . (1.3.11.1) 
Here ^0/ "^n ••• > '^j ^ ^^ coefficients characteristic of the 
product and test method; they are usually estimated from data. 
Xj, Xg, ... , xj are (possibly trans foinned) variables. Any xj 
may be a function (transformation) of one or any number of basic 
engineering (predictor or independent) variables. (1.3.11.1) is 
used in parametric analyses with an assumed foirm of the life 
distribution. It is also used in nonparametric analyses without 
an assumed form of the life distribution. 
Generalized Eyring Relationship 
The generalized Eyring relationship has been used to 
describe accelerated life tests with temperature and one other 
variable. Relationship to express "nominal" product life T as a 
function of absolute temperature T and a (possibly transformed) 
variable V, it is 
T = (A/T)exp[B/(kT) ]x exp{V[C + (D/kT)]} . (1.3.11.2) 
Here A, B, C and D are coefficients to be estimated from 
data, and k is Boltzmann's constant. (1.3.11.2) is equivalent to 
(1.3.11.1) where 
X' = T.T is "life", To = ln(A), rj = B/k, Xj = 1/T , 
r2 = c, X2 = V, 3^ = D/k, X3 = v/T. 
X3 = X1X2 = V(l/T) is an "interaction term" for x^  = (l/T) 
and X2 = V. 
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Logistic Regression Relationship 
The logistic regression relationship is widely used in 
biomedical applications where the dependent variable is binary; 
that is, it is in one of two mutually exclusive categories, for 
example, dead or alive. The logistic relationship for the 
proportion p in a particular category (say, "failed") as a 
function of J independent variables x^ , ... , xj is 
ln[(l-p)/p] = 70 + TiXj + ... + yjXj ; (1.3.11.3) 
here TQ, ri, ... , 7j are unknown coefficients to be estimated 
from data. 
In accelerated testing, (1.3.11.3) might be used when the 
life data are quantal-response data; that is, each specimen is 
inspected once to determine whether it has failed by its 
inspection age. Then p is the fraction failed, and one of the 
independent variables is (log) age at inspection. 
1.4 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD METHODS 
This section presents maximum likelihood (ML) theory and 
calculations for fitting a model to observed, censored, and 
interval data. These calculations yield ML estimates. 
1.4.1 THE MODEL 
The statistical distribution. The dependent variable y is 
assumed to have a specified continuous cumulative distribution 
function 
F(y;ei, ... ,eQ) ; (1.4.1.1) 
here e^ , ... ,eQ aj-g the Q distribution parameters. The 
probability density is 
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f(y;ei, ... ,eQ) = dF(y;0i, ... ,eQ)/dy . (1.4.1.2) 
Relationships for the distribution parameters. Each 
distribution parameter is expressed as an assumed function of the 
J independent variables Xj, ... ,xj and the P distinct model 
coefficients if^, ... ,rp; that is, 
"i ~ ®i ^ ^ 1 ' • • • ' ^ j /' ^1 / • • • / ^ p ' / 
(1.4.1.3) 
® Q ~ ®i (^1' • • • / ^ j <• ^1 / • • • / ^ p ) 
The functional form of each relationship is specified 
(assumed), but the values of the model coefficients are unknown. 
They are estimated from the test data. 
1.4.2 LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION 
Suppose specimen i has an observed value yi of the dependent 
variable. Then its likelihood is 
Li = f(yi; ©li, ... ,eQi) ; (1.4.2.1) 
here ^li, ... ,0Qi are the specimen's parameter values. this L-^  
is the "probability" of an observed failure at y^. 
Right censored. Suppose specimen i has the dependent 
variable censored on the right at yi; that is, its value is above 
yi . Its likelihood is 
Li = 1 - F(yi; eii, ... ,eQi) ; (1.4.2.2) 
This Li is the probability that the specimen's life is above yi. 
Left censored. Suppose specimen i has the dependent variable 
censored on the left at yi; that is, its value is below yi. Its 
likelihood is 
Li = F(yi; eii, ... ,eQi) . (1.4.2.3) 
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This Li is the probability that the specimen's life is below 
y±-
Interval. Suppose specimen i has a dependent variable value 
that is known only to be in an interval with end points y^ < y^. 
Then its likelihood is 
Li = F(yi; 0ii, ... ,eQi) - F(yi; ©li, ... ,©Qi). (1.4.2.4) 
This Li is the probability that the specimen's life is in 
the interval (yi,yi). 
Sample likelihood. It is assumed that the n sample specimens 
have statistically independent random variations in their values 
of the dependent variable. Then, 
L = L1XL2X. . .xLn . (1.4.2.4) 
This sample likelihood is the joint probability of the n 
dependent variable outcomes. 
Log likelihood. The log likelihood of specimen i is 
£i = In(Li) . (1.4.2.5) 
The sample log likelihood is 
£ = ln(L) = £1 + £2 + ... + £n • (1.4.2.6) 
where £ and £i are the functions of TI, ... ,Tp-
1.4.3 ML ESTIMATES OF MODEL COEFFICIENTS 
Estimates. The maximum likelihood estimates Ji, ••• ,7p of 
yi, ... , Tp are the coefficient values that maximize the sample 
log likelihood over the allowed ranges of TI, ... ,Vp. 
Likelihood equations. The values 7i, ... , yp that maximize 
£(2^ 1, ... ,7p) can be found by the usual calculus method. 
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Namely, set equal to zero the P derivatives of £(9^ 1, ... ,yp) 
with respect to ri, ... ,K-p, and solve the following likelihood 
A. A 
equations for rj, ..., Tp: 
S£(ri, ... ,rp)/ayi = 0 , 
di[K^, . . ., rp)/ayp = 0 
(1.4.3.1) 
Usually these nonlinear equations in ri, ... , Tp cannot be 
solved algebraically. Then they must be solved with numerical 
methods. 
1.4.4 FISHER AND COVARIANCE MATRICES 
After obtaining K^, ... ,yp, one estimates their covariance 
matrix as described next. This matrix is calculated from the 
Fisher matrix. 
Fisher matrix. The local Fisher information matrix is the 








( 1 . 4 . 4 . 1 ; 
The caret ^ indicates that the derivative is evaluated at 
1(\ = K\i • • • , Tp = Tp • 
Covariance matrix. The inverse of F is the local estimate V 
of the (asymptotic) covariance matrix for y^ , 
-•3^ 1 That is 
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cov{r2iri) var(r2) 






standard error. The standard error a{rp) of Tp is the 
standard deviation of asymptotic normal distribution. The 
estimate of cr(Tp) is 
s(?rp) = [varlTp)] 1/2 (1.4.4.3; 
1.4.5 ESTIMATE OF A FUNCTION AND ITS VARIANCE 
Estimate. Often one wants to estimate the value of a given 
function h = h(3ri, ... ,yp) of the model coefficients. The ML 
estimate h of h is 
h = h('afi, ... ,7-p) (1.4.5.1: 
Variance. The estimate of variance of h is calculated as 







The local estimate of the (asymptotic) variance of h is 
var(h) = H'VH (1.4.5.3) 
P 
= Y (ah/ayp)2 var(yp) + 2 2 ^ ^ (ah/arp) (ah/ajp') cov(yp, yp.) ; 
P=i p<p' 
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here H is the transpose of H and is a row vector. the estimate 
^ A 
s(h) of the standard error of h is 
A A. 
s(h) = [var(h)] i /2 (1 .4 .5 .4 ) 
1.5 TEST PLANS 
1.5.1 PLANS FOR THE SIMPLE MODEL AND COMPLETE DATA 
This section shows how to evaluate the accuracy of a plan 
and how to determine sample size. 
Model. The assumptions of the simple linear-lognormal model 
are: 
1. Specimen life t at any stress level has a lognormal 
distribution. 
2. The standard deviation a of log life is constant. 
3. The mean log life at a (positively transformed stress x is 
ji(x) = To + ^ iX . (1.5.1.1) 
Here ITQ, Z^, and a are parameters to be estimated from data. 
Estimates. Suppose n specimens are tested at stress levels 
Xj, X2, ... ,Xn (some may be equal), and the observed log lives 
are yi, y^, ... ,yn- Then, 
Ci = [zyi(xi-i)j/j^ E(xi-i)2J , Co = y - Cii ; (1.5.1.2) 
The least squares estimate of the mean log life u(y^) at a 
specified XQ (say, design stress) is 
m(Xo) = Co + CjXo . (1.5.1.3) 
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Accuracy. The v a r i a n c e of m(Xo) i s 
Var[m(Xo)] = {l + (XQ - x ) 2 [ n / I ( x i - i)2]}cr2/n (1.5.1.4) 
Test constraints. If the test stresses x^, ... ,x^ are 
unconstrained (1.5.4.1) is minimized by running all specimens at 
XQ,- that is Xj = ... = Xn = Xg. Then the test is not accelerated 
and is usually much too long. Thus it is necessary to choose a 
lowest allowed test stress level XL, which produces long life. 
This is chosen as low as possible to minimize. The highest 
allowed test stress xjj, which produces short life, is chosen as 
high as possible to minimize (1.5.1.4). 
The Optimum Plan 
Optimum stress levels. The optimum stress levels are the 
minimum and maximum in thy allowed test range. Intermediate 
levels are not used. 
Extrapolation factor. For a stress level x, 
C s (XH - x)/(XH - XL) ( 1 . 5 . 1 . 5 : 
here X L is the lowest allowed stress level and xjj is the highest 
one. 
Optimum allocation. A derivation of the optimum allocation 
of n test specimens follows. Let p denote the proportion tested 
at X L ( C = 1) ; 1 - P are tested at X H ( C = 0) . Thus the Ci = (XH -
X-L)/(X{J - XL) values of the specimens are i^ = 
Cpn+i = • • • = Cn = 0, and 
= e pn = 1 and 
Var[m(xo)] = (eo-p)" 1 + 
p(l-p) 
cr2/n , (1.5.1.6) 
since Y^^± = np, | = p, and J]Ci = np. The fraction p* that 
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minimizes ( 1 . 5 . 1 . 6 ) i s 
P* = €o/(2Co - 1) • (1 .5 .1 .7 ) 
The minimum v a r i a n c e i s 
Var*[m(Xo)] = [1 + 4^0(^0"!) ]<^Vn . ( 1 .5 .1 .8 ) 
The number of specimens allocated to the low test stress is 
the integer nearer to np*. Such rounding results in a variance 
slightly larger than (1.5.1.8). This allocation also minimizes 
the variance of the least squares estimate of the lOOP'^ h 
percentile of log life yp(Xo) = m(Xo) + ZpS. 
Extreme allocations. Two extreme cases of (1.5.1.8) are 
informative. First, if the lowest test stress equals the design 
stress, then Co = 1 and p* = 1. Second, if XQ is much below XL, 
then p* = 1/2. That is, the specimens are allocated equally to 
XL and XH-
Traditional Plans 
A commonly used test plan has equally spaced test stress 
levels and equal numbers of specimens at each. Such traditional 
plans with equal allocation of specimens to two, three, and four 
stress levels are described here for comparison with better 
plans. 
Two stress levels. For two levels with equal allocation (n/2 
specimens at each level), i^ = ... = C(n+2)+i = ••• = Cn = 0 • 
Then 
Var2[m(Xo)] = [1 + 4(^0 - 0.5)2]cr2/n , (1.5.1.9) 
Three stress levels. For three equally spaced levels with 
equal allocation (n/3 specimens at each level) , Ci = ... = Cn/3 = 
1' C(n/3)+i = ... = Kzn/3 = 1/2, e(2n/3)+i = -.- = Cn = 0 • Then 
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Var3[m(Xo)] = [1 + 6(Co - 0.5)2]cr2/n , (1 .5 .1 .10) 
Four s t r e s s l e v e l s . For four e q u a l l y spaced l e v e l s wi th 
equal a l l o c a t i o n (n/4 specimens a t each l e v e l ) , Ci = . . . = KU/A = 
1- e(n/4)+i = . . . = Cn/2 = 2 / 3 , e{n/2)+i = ••• = C3n/4 = 1/3, and 
C(3n/4)+i = • •• = €n = 0. Then 
Var4[m(Xo)] = [1 + (36/5) {^ o -0.5)2]cr2/n , (1 .5 .1 .11) 
Good Test Plans 
A good test plan should be multi-purpose and robust and 
provide accurate estimates. Such a plan consists of three or 
four equally spaced test levels with unequal allocation. such 
unequal allocation puts more specimens at the extremes of the 
test range and fewer in the middle. Of course, more specimens at 
the lowest test level results in longer test time until all 
specimens fail. The time to complete the test can be controlled 
in part by the choice of the lowest test stress level. 
Sample Size 
One can determine the number n that achieves a desired 
accuracy of the estimate of the mean log life or median life at 
design stress. 
To determine n, one can specify that the estimate m(Xo) is 
to be within ±w of the true II(XQ) with high probability y. For 
any test plan, the n that achieves this is (1.5.1.4) rewritten as 
n = {1 + (Xo - x)2[n/X(x - i)2] } (KyCr/w)2 . (1.5.1.12) 
1.5.2 PLANS FOR THE SIMPLE MODEL AND SINGLY CENSORED DATA 
Test Method. It is assumed that 
1. Each test unit runs a specified test time T (the censoring 
time) if it does not fail sooner. 
2. The highest test stress xjj is specified. 
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3. The specified design stress XQ is below the test stresses. 
The test time T should be to minimize the variance of 
estimates from the test. The highest test stress xjj should be as 
high as possible. This minimizes the standard error of the 
estimate of any percentile at the design stress. 
Model. The assumptions are: 
1. At any stress, life has a lognormal distribution. 
2. The standard deviation a of log life is a constant. 
3. The mean log life is a linear function of a stress x: 
M(X) = 0^ + ^ 1^ . (1.5.2.1) 
The model parameters roi Tn and or are to be estimated from 
test data. 
Then the lOOPt'^  percentile of life Tp(x) or log life 7)p(x) 
at a stress x is 
T7p(x) = log[Tp{x)] = Uix) + ZpO- = To + ^ 1^ + Zpcr ,- (1.5.2.2; 
Optimization criterion. Here an optimum test plan minimizes 
the variance (or standard error) of the ML estimate of the median 
life at a specified (design) stress XQ. The estimate of another 
percentile (1.5.2.2) could be optimized; this would require a 
different plan. 
Best Traditional Plans 
Traditional plans have K equally spaced test stresses, each 
with the same number of test units. The highest test stress x^ 
must be specified. The "best" plan uses a lowest test stress XL 
that minimizes the standard error of the ML estimate of the log 
mean at a specified design stress XQ. 
Lowest test stress. The best lowest test stress XL is given 
by Nelson and Kielpinski (1976) as 
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^L = XH + C K ( ^ - ^ H) . (1.5.2.3) 
Standard error. For such a best plan with n specimens, the 
A A, A. 
large-sample standard error of teh ML estimate /io = '^o + ^i^ of 
Mo = •JTo + ^1^0 is 
aiuo) = cr{VK/n)i/2 . (1.5.2.3) 
here V^ depends on K, a, and b. 
Sample size. One requires that, with a desired high 
probability r, MQ fall within ±w of the true n^. The sample size 
n^ that achieves this is approximately 
nK = VK(%O-/W)2 (1.5.2.4) 
Optimum Test Plans 
It is assumed that the high test stress XH is specified. 
The low test stress XL and its proportion of the specimens are 
chosen to minimize the standard error of the ML estimate UQ of 
the median at a specified stress XQ. 
Optimum stress. The optimum low test stress is given by 
Nelson and Kielpinski (1976) as 
x* = XH + C*(Xo - XH) ; (1.5.2.5) 
here C* is a function of a and b. 
Standard error. For an optimum plan with n specimens, the 
large-sample standard error of UQ is 
a(tLo) = cr(V*/n)i/2 . (1.5.2.5) 
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CHAPTER 2 
ACCELERATED LIFE TEST PLANS 
2.1 SURVEY OF THE RESEARCH WORK 
This chapter presents a brief survey of the development of 
research work in Accelerated Life Test (ALT) Designs in 
chronological order. Sixteen landmark research contributions have 
been selected for giving a thorough insight into the ALT designs 
problems and solutions, which covered almost entire spectrum of 
the optimum test plans. They are Chernoff (1962); Kielpinski and 
Nelson (1975); Meeker and Nelson (1975); Nelson and Kielpinski 
(1976)/Nelson and Meeker (1978); DeGroot and Goel (1979); Miller 
and Nelson (1983) ; Meeker (1984) ; Meeker (1986) ; Bai, Kim and Lee 
(1989a) ; Yum and Choi (1989) ; Seo and Yum (1991) ; Barton (1991) ; 
Bai and Chum (1991) ; Sai and Chung (1992) ; Bai and Kim (1993) . 
Amongst them two main research works have been widely introduced 
giving main results with innovation. They are Nelson and Meeker 
(1978), Yum and Choi (1989). 
Optimal Accelerated Life Test Designs problem was initially 
introduced by Chernoff (1962). He estimated the parameters 
describing the mean lifetime of a device under a standard 
environment. Five examples involving variations of models and 
experimental designs are studied. An exponential distribution of 
lifetimes is assumed in each of the five problems. The general 
approach, applying a method of Elfving, is applicable to a large 
variety of models. 
Kielpinski and Nelson (1975) presents optimum accelerated 
life test plans for estimating a simple linear relationship 
between a stress and the median of product life which has a s-
normal or lognormal distribution when the data are analyzed before 
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all test units fail. Also, plans with equal numbers of test units 
at equally spaced test stresses are compared with the optimum 
plans. The plans are illustrated with a temperature-accelerated 
life test of electrical insulation. 
Meeker and Nelson (1975) presents charts for optimum 
accelerated life test plans for estimating a simple linear 
relationship between an accelerating stress and product life, 
which has a Weibull or smallest extreme value distribution, when 
the data are to be analyzed before all test units fail. The plans 
show that one need not run all test units to failure and that more 
units ought to be tested at low test stresses than at high ones. 
The plans are illustrated with a voltage-accelerated life test of 
an electrical insulating fluid. 
Nelson and Kielpinski (1976) presents theory for optimum 
plans for accelerated life tests for estimating a simple linear 
relationship between a stress and product life, which has as 
normal or lognormal distribution, when the data are to be 
analyzed before all test units fail. Standard plans with equal 
numbers of test units at equally spaced test stresses are 
presented and are compared with the optimum plans. While the 
optimum plans may not always be robust enough in practice, they 
indicate that more test units should be run at low stress than at 
high stress. The plans are illustrated with a temperature-
accerlerated life test of an electrical insulation analyzed with 
the Arrhenius model. 
Nelson and Meeker (1978) presents maximum likelihood theory 
for large sample optimum accelerated life test plans. The plans 
are used to estimate a simple linear relationship between 
(transformed) stress and product life, which has Weibull or 
smallest extreme value distribution. Censored data are to be 
analyzed before all test units fail. The plans show that all test 
units need not run to failure and that more units should be tested 
at low test stresses than at high ones. The plans are illustrated 
with a voltage-accelerated life test of an electrical insulating 
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fluid. 
DeGroot and Goel (1976) proposed a method of life testing 
which combines both ordinary and accelerated life testing 
produces. It is assumed that an item can be tested either in a 
standard environment or under stress. The amount of stress is 
fixed in advance and is the same for all items to be tested. 
However, the time x at which an item on test is taken out of the 
standard environment and put under stress can be chosen by the 
experimenter subject to a given cost structure. When an item is 
put under stress its lifetime is changed by the factor a. Let the 
random variable T denote the lifetime of an item in the standard 
environment, and let Y denote its lifetime under the partially 
accelerated test procedure just described. Then y = T if T :^  x, 
and Y = X + a (T - x) if T>x. It is assumed that T has an 
exponential distribution with parameter ©. The estimation of 6 
and a. and the optimal design of a partially accelerated life test 
are studied in the framework of Bayesian decision theory. 
Miller and Nelson (1983) presents optimum plans for simple 
(two stresses) step-stress tests where all units are run to 
failure. Such plans minimize the asymptotic variance of the 
maximum likelihood estimator of the mean life at a design stress. 
The life-test model consists of: 1) an exponential life 
distribution with 2) a mean that is a log-linear function of 
stress, and 3) a cumulative exposure model for the effect of 
changing stress. Two types of simple step-stress tests are 
considered: 1) a time step test and 2) a failure step-test. A 
time-step test runs a specified time at the first stress, whereas, 
a failure-step test runs until a specified proportion of units 
fail at the first stress. New results include: 1) the optimum 
time at the first stress for time-step test and 2) the optimum 
proportion failing at the low stress for a failure-step test, and 
3) the asymptotic variance of these optimum tests. Both the 
optimum time-step and failure-step tests have the same asymptotic 
variance as the corresponding optimum constant-stress test. Thus 
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step-stress tests yield the same amount of information as 
constant-stress tests. 
Meeker (1984) compares optimum test plans and some compromise 
test plans with respect to additional criterion including a) the 
ability to detect departures from the assumed stress life 
relationship and b) robustness to departures from the assumptions 
used in determining the plans. The comparisons are based on the 
large sample properties of maximum likelihood estimators, and the 
test plans are compared over a range of practical testing 
situations. The comparisons suggest some general rules for 
planning accelerated life tests. 
Meeker (1986) gives guidelines for choosing statistically 
efficient inspection times and the approximate sample size that 
achieves a specified degree of precision for estimating a 
particular quantile of a Weibull time-to-failure distribution. 
This information can be used to plan more efficient lie tests. 
Bai, Kim and Lee (1989^  presents the optimum simple time-step 
and failure-step stress accelerated life tests for the case where 
a prespecified censoring time is involved. An exponential life 
distribution with a mean that is a log-linear function of stress, 
and a cumulative exposure model are assumed. He obtained the 
optimum test plans to minimize the asymptotic variance of the 
maximum likelihood estimator of the mean life at a design stress. 
The optimum failure-step stress test plans are obtained in a 
closed form, whereas for time-step stress test nomograpahs are 
given for finding the optimum plans based on parameters that must 
be approximated from experience, similar data, or a preliminary 
test. For some selected values of the parameters, the effect of 
incorrect preestimates of the parameters in term of the percentage 
of variance increase has been studied and is small. 
Yum and Choi (1989) determine optimal accelerated life test 
plans under the assumptions of periodic inspection and Type I 
censoring for the exponentially distributed lifetimes. 
Computational results indicate that for the range of parameter 
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valuese considered the asymptotic variance of the estimated mean 
or pth quantile at the use stress is not sensitive to the number 
of inspections at over stress levels. Sensitivity analyses are 
also conducted to see how sensitive the asymptotic variance of the 
estimated mean is with respect to the uncertainties involved in 
the guessed failure probabilities at the use and high stress 
levels. Computational results show that moderate deviations of 
the guessed failure probabilities from their true values are 
fairly tolerable in terms of the relative amount of increase in 
the asymptotic variance of the estimated mean. Procedures for 
selecting a sample size and for determining whether or not to 
conduct an accelerated life test are also discussed. 
Seo and Yum (1991) develop statistically optimal and 
practical accelerated life test plans under the assumptions of 
intermittent inspection and Type-I censoring for the case where 
the lifetime4 at a stress level has a Weibull distribution. For a 
statistically optimal plan the low stress level, the proportion of 
test units allocated, and the inspection times are determined such 
that the asymptotic variance of the maximum-likelihood estimator 
of a certain quantile at the use condition is minimized. Although 
the practical plan adopts the same design criterion, it involves 
three rather than two overstress levels and easily calculated 
inspection schemes. Despite some loss in efficiency the practical 
plan has several advantages over the statistically optimal one. 
For instance, the practical plan can provide means for checking 
the validity of the assumptions made, may reduce the danger of 
extrapolation, and is more convenient to determine and implement. 
Computational experiments are conducted to evaluate the relative 
efficiency of a practical plan to the corresponding statistically 
optimal plan. Guidelines for selecting an appropriate practical 
plan are also described with an example. 
Barton (1991) proposes a variation of the optimum accelerated 
life test plans described by Nelson and other, and shows how to 
minimize the maximum test-stress that is required,subject to 
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meeting a certain standard-deviation limit on the estimate. 
Previous optimal life-test plans have shown how to minimize the 
standard-deviation of the estimated product life, subject to a 
given maximum test-stress. 
Bai and Chun (1991) presents optimum simple step-stress 
accelerated life tests (ALTs) for products with competing causes 
of failure. The life distribution of each failure cause, which is 
independent of the others, is assumed to be exponential with a 
mean that is a log-linear function of the stress, and a cumulative 
exposure model is assumed. Optimum plans for time-step and 
failure-step ALTs are obtained which minimize the sum over all 
failure causes of asymptotic variances of the maximum likelihood 
estimators of the log mean lives at design stress. The competing 
causes of failure affect the optimum test plan only through the 
product of two ratios-the ratio of the sums of the mean lives and 
the ratio of the sums of the failure rates overall failure causes 
at low and high stress levels. The effect of this product (of 
two ratios) is studied. 
Bai and Chung (1992) considers optimal designs for two 
partially accelerated life tests (PALTs) in which items are run at 
both accelerated and use conditions until a predetermined time. 
The step PALT allows the test to be changed from use to 
accelerated condition at a specified time; the constant PALT runs 
each item at either use or accelerated condition only. For items 
having constant hazard (failure) rate, maximum likelihood 
estimators (MLEs)of the hazard rate at use condition and the 
acceleration factor, the ratio of the hazard rate at accelerated 
condition to that at use condition, are obtained. The change-
time for the step PALT or the sample proportion allocated to 
accelerated condition for the constant PALT is determined to 
minimize either the generalized asymptotic variance of MLEs of the 
acceleration factor and the hazard rate at use condition or the 
asymptotic variance of MLE of the acceleration factor. 
Bai and Kim (1993) presents an optimum simple step-stress 
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accelerated life test for the Weibull distribution under Type I 
censoring. It is assumed that a log-linear relationship exists 
between the Weibull scale parameter and the (possible transformed) 
stress and that a certain cumulative exposure model for the effect 
of changing stress hold. The optimum plan - low stress and stress 
change time - is obtained, which minimizes the asymptotic 
variance of the maximum likelihood estimator of a stated 
percentile at design stress. For selected values of the design 
parameters, nomographs useful for finding the optimumplan are 
given,and the effects of errors in preestimates of the parameters 
are investigated. As an alternative to the simple step-stress 
test, a three-level compromise plan is proposed, and its 
performance is studied and compared with that of the optimum 
simple step-stress test. 
2.2 THEORY FOR OPTIMUM ACCELERATED CENSORED LIFE TESTS 
FOR WEIBULL AND EXTREME VALUE DISTRIBUTIONS 
Nelson and Meeker (1978) considers ML estimation of a given 
percentile of a smallest extreme value (or Weibull) distribution 
at a design stress. Large-sample theory for optimum plans for 
simultaneous testing with Type 1 censored data is given. 
Section 2.2.1 introduces the inverse power law model. 
Section 2.2.2 describes other aspects of the problem. Section 
2.2.3 presents the optimum plans. Section 2.2.4 provides the 
theoretical basis of the plans. 
2.2.1 THE MODEL 
This section describes the inverse power law model, as it is 
used here with the Weibull distribution. 
The model 
The assumptions are: 
1. Product life has a Weibull distribution at any stress. The 
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Weibull cumulative distribution function (cdf) is 
G(t) = 1 - exp[-(t/a)P] , t i 0 ; (2.2.1.1) 
here a > 0 and (3 > 0 are the Weibull scale and shape parameters, 
respectively. 
2. The Weibull shape parameter ^ is constant, i.e., independent of 
stress. 
3. The Weibull scale parameter a is an inverse power function of 
stress S. That is, 
a(S) = exp(yo)/S^i (2.2.1.2) 
4. The lifetimes of the test units are independent of each other. 
Equation (2.2.1.2) is called the inverse power law. The 
parameters jQiTf^, and ^ are characteristic of the product ; they 
are to be estimated from the data. 
If product life T has a Weibull distribution, the natural 
logarithm of life, y = ln(T) has a smallest extreme value 
distribution. Its cdf is 
F(y) = 1 -{exp[-exp[(y - M)/a] ] } , oo < y < c» ; (2.2.1.3) 
h e r e cr > 0,-co < ji < m, cr = 1 / ^ , and M = l n ( a ) , 
Then, ( 2 . 2 . 1 . 2 ) can be w r i t t e n a s 
^ (S ) = •jTo + r i l n ( l / S ) ( 2 . 2 . 1 . 4 ) 
It is convenient to define a transformed stress, x = In (l/S); it 
will be referred to as stress. 
2.2.2 THE OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
This section describes the optimization criterion, the 
assumed testing method, constraints, and other necessary 
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background material. 
The optimization criterion 
The ML elimination of the lOOP-th percentile of the smallest, 
extreme value distribution at stress x is 
yp(x) = ^ 0 + ^ 1^ + ^ p^ /• (2.2.2.1) 
here Up = In [-ln(l-P) ] . The corresponding ML estimate of the 
Weibull percentile is 
tp(x) = exp(yp(x)) . (2.2.2.2) 
The optimization criterion used here is to minimize the large 
sample variance of (2.2.2.1) at a specified (usually design) 
stress. This is equivalent to minimizing the large sample 
variance of tp(x)/tp(x), that is, minimizing the relative 
(percentage) error. 
The optimum test plan specifies the two optimum test stresses 
and the proportion of test units allocated to each. 
Constraints 
It is assumed that (I) all test units start on test at same 
time and are run simultaneously, (2) failed units are not 
replaced, and (3) the test is terminated at a prechosen censoring 
time 7). Schedule and cost constraints usually determine T). The 
high test stress Xjj should be as high as possible: of course, the 
linear model (2.2.1.4) must hold from Xg to xjj. Maximizing xjj 
minimizes the large sample variance of yp(xs). 
Assumed parameter values 
The optimum plan depends on the true model parameter values. 
In practice one must approximate the parameters, using experience, 
similar data, or a preliminary test. 
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Assuming a smallest extreme value distribution suppose that 
the distribution at the specified highest test stress Xjj has a 
location parameter mi = KQ + TIXH- The standardized censoring 
time is 
a = {1} - Uu) /<^ ; (2.2.2.3) 
here TJ is the actual censoring time. Similarly, the standardized 
slope is 
b = TiCXg - Xii)/a = (Us - MH)/O- (2.2.2.4) 
The quantities a and b completely characterize the problem and 
must be estimated. 
2.2.3 OPTIMUM PLANS 
This section describes optimum test plans that minimize the 
(relative) variance of the maximum likelihood estimate of a given 
extreme value (Weibull) percentile at the specified design stress 
Xg. Optimum test plans for this problem use only two test 
stresses. 
The optimum test stresses 
The optimum low test stress is 
XL = XH + C(xs - XH) . (2.2.3.1) 
Here the optimum value for ^ is a function of a and b and the 
percentage lOOP of the given percentile; C is obtained as shown in 
Section 2.2.4. Also, Meeker and Nelson (1975) give a chart for 
the optimum ^ as a function of the standardized values a and b and 
of P. 
The optimum allocation 
The optimum proportion TT of test units to run at the optimum 
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low test stress is obtained with the method described in Section 
2.2.4 Meeker and Nelson (1975) provide charts for the optimum n as 
a function of a,b, and the percentage lOOP of the given 
percentile. The charts show that, in practical applications, the 
majority of the test units should be run at the test stress XL 
near the design stress. 
Variance of the estimate 
For an optimum plan with a sample size n, the variance of 
yp(xs) is: 
Var[yp(Xs)] = a^V/n; (2.2.3.2) 
here the variance factor V is a function of a, b and P. 
The variance of the corresponding estimate of the Weibull 
percentile is 
Var(tp) = t^ V/(n/32) (2.2.3.3) 
where V is the same as in (2.2.3.2). 
2.2.4 THEORY 
This section presents maximum likelihood theory for 
estimation of the model and the expression for the variance of 
the estimate of a given percentile at a design stress. The 
variance to be minimized is a function of the model parameters a 
and b,the test stresses, the allocation of the test units to each 
stress, and P. 
Reparametrized model 
Define the stress factor 
Ci = (x - XH)/(XS - XH) . (2.2.4.1) 
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As before, xjj is the highest test stress and is specified; Xg is 
the design stress where the given percentile is to be estimated. 
For the highest test stress x = XH, Ci = 0; and , for the design 
stress X = Xg, Ci = 1 • The relationship (2.2.1.2) for the 
location parameter of the smallest extreme value distribution may-
be written in terms of ^^  as 
M(Ci) = /3o + PiCi ; (2.2.4.2) 
here new coefficients o^ and /Sj are related to the previous JQ and 
Tfi by 
and 
Po = 3^0 + ^ i^H = ^ H^ (2.2.4.3) 
1^ = Ti (Xg - XH) = <is - (^H • (2.2.4.4) 
As before, Hg ^^^ un are the location parameters at Xg and x^, 
respectively. The lOOP^h percentile yp(l) = o^ + /^iCi + u(P)cr is 
to be estimated where u(P) = ln[-ln(l-P)]. The scale parameter cr 
is the same for both forms of the model. To simplify the 
derivation, (2.2.4.2) is written as 
/^ (Ci) = PoCo + /3iCi (2.2.4.5) 
where ^Q = 1 • 
Log likelihood 
First define the indicator function I = I(y) in terms of the 
censoring time T) by 
I = 
1 if y ^ T], failure before time TJ , 
(2.2.4.6) 
0 if y > 7), censored at time T) . 
Let 
2 = (y-M(Ci))/o- = (y-PoCo-/3iei)/o- (2.2.4.7: 
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be a standardized failure time, and let 
C = (•n-/i(Ci))/o- = (7}-/3oeo-^ iCi)/o- (2.2.4.8) 
be a standardized censoring time. Also, let 
<P = (plO = 0( (17-^0^0-^1^1 )/o-) (2.2.4.9) 
where <p(C,) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard 
smallest extreme value distribution, i.e. for u = 0 and a = 1. 
The log likelihood L of a Type I censored observation at a 
stress Ci is 
L - I [-ln(cr)-e^ +z) + (l-I)ln(l-(^ ) . (2.2.4.10) 
Suppose the i^ h observation y^ corresponds to a value ^^ i and the 
corresponding log likelihood is Lf. Then the sample log 
likelihood LQ for n independent observation is 
LQ = Li + ... + Ln- (2.2.4.11) 
The maximum likelihood estimates ^Q, ^i, and a are the parameters 
values that maximize the sample log likelihood (2.2.4.11) 
Fisher information matrix 
From(2.2.4.10), the Fisher information matrix F^ is obtained by 
taking the negative expectations of the second partial and mixed 
partial derivatives of L with respect to the model parameters, 
namely. 
E { - a V s P j S ^ k } = (Cjek/o-^){<^}, j , k = 0 , 1 ( 2 . 2 . 4 . 1 2 ) 
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E{-a^ L/a/3jao-} = Kj/<^^){ |[ln(w) Iwe'^ 'dw + (1-<^ )C e^ j ' J = 0,1 
E{-92L/ao-2} = (l/a2)l 0 + [" [ln(w)]^we-w dw + (l-<^ C^ e^  } • 
Since <^  is a function of just C, the last three expressions 
in braces {} are functions of C,. Denote them by A(C) , B(C)/ and 
C(C), respectively. For o^ = !» the Fisher information matrix F^ ^ 
for an observation at ^^  has the form 
% 
A(C) CiA(C) B(C) 
eiA(c) Ci^Aic) CiB(c; 
B(C) CiBCC) C(C) 
(2.2.4.13) 
The quantity C can' be written in terms of the standardized 
quantities a and b as 
C = [(-n-Hu^/o-] - [ (lis-<^ H)A]Ci = a-bCi (2.2.4.14; 
The Fisher information matrix for any plan with a sample of n 





where the ith unit is tested at a Ci value of ^^i. The Fisher 
information matrix for test of n units is 
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A(a-be) CA(a-be) B(a-be) 
eA(a-be) e^A(a-be) eB(a-bC) 
B(a-bC) CB(a-be) C(a-bC) 
(2.2.4.16: 
((j2/n)F is a function of a,b,C# and n 
Variance of the estimate of a design percentile 
For any plan, the asymptotic covariance matrix V of the 
maximum likelihood estimates PQ, /3I, and cr is the inverse of the 
corresponding Fisher information matrix. That is, 
V = 
VarOo) CovOo.^i) Cov{(So,o-) 
X. >. A. >. 
CovOo'^i) Var(j3i) Covip^.a) 
Cov(/3o,cr) CovOi,cr) Var(a) 
= F" (2.2.4.17) 
The maximum likelihood estimate of the lOOP-th percentile of 
the distribution at the design stress Xg is 
yp(l) = ^0 + ^1-1 + UpC (2.2.4.18) 
where Up = ln[-ln(l-P)] is the lOOP^^ percentile of the standard 
smallest extreme value distribution. The corresponding asymptotic 
variance of the estimate is the value of the quadratic form 




For a plan with two stresses and unequal allocation, the 
variance (2.2.4.19) is a function of a, b, P, ^, and n. Then C and 
71 can be chosen to minimize this variance for given values of a. 
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b, and P. 
2.3 OPTIMAL DESIGN OF ACCELERATED LIFE 
TESTS UNDER PERIODIC INSPECTION 
Yum and Choi (1989) developed an asymptotically optimal ALT 
plan for the exponentially distributed lifetimes under the 
assumptions of Type I censoring and periodic inspection. The 
optimally criterion adopted is the minimum variance of the 
estimated mean or pth quantile of the lifetime distribution at the 
use stress. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method is used to 
estimate the unknown parameters in the relationship between the 
mean lifetime and the stress. Computational experiments are 
conducted to examine how optimal plans vary with respect to the 
parameters involved. Sensitivity analyses are also performed to 
assess the effect of inaccuracy in the "guesstimates" of the 
unknown parameters on the optimal plan. 
2.3.1 THE MODEL 
Assume that the lifetimes (x) of test items are independently 
and identically distributed as exponential. That is 
f(t) = (l/e)e<-t/0), t,e > 0. (2.3.1.1) 
The mean lifetime © and the stress s are assumed to be related as 
e = e(^o+^iS) (2.3.1.2) 
Three stress levels are considered. That is, the use stress 
level So, the low stress level Sj, and the high stress level S2. 
The number of test items allocated to s^  and S2 are respectively 
given by 
ni = ttiN, n2 = ttaN = (l-a^ jN. (2.3.1.3) 
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At Si, ni units are to be put on test at time 0 and run until a 
prespecified time t^i. and inspections are conducted only at 
specified points in time tii, tia, . . .,ti^K(i) where ti^K(i)=tci-
Let tio=0 and ti^K{i)+i="' ^^^ define 
xij = the number of items failed in (t^^j_i, t^j) , 
Pij = the probability of failure in (tj^j_i, tij), 
j = 1,2, . . .,K(i)+l. 
The grouped data {xij , i=l,2; j=l, 2, . . ., K(i)+1} are used to 
estimate PQ ^ ^^ jSj in Eq. (2.3.1.2). The estimated relationship is 
then extrapolated to estimate some quantities at the use 
condition. The logarithm of the mean lifetime at the use condition 
is defined by 
Mo = InOo = ^ 0 + /3iSo. (2.3.1.4) 
Note that tp, the pth quantile of the exponential distribution at 
the use condition, is related to UQ ^ S follows. 
yp = In tp = Mo + ln{-ln(l-p)}. (2.3.1.5) 
Let (SQ and (S^  be some estimators of (SQ and p^, respectively. Then, 
yp = Mo + ln{-ln(l-p)}. (2.3.1.6) 
The problem of optimally designing the ALT plan under 
periodic inspection can now be stated as given N, SQ, S2, {tij, 
i=l,2; j=l,2,...K(i)} determine aj and Sj such that the variance 
*• A. 
of Mo (or, equivalently the variance of yp) is minimized. 
2.3.2. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION AND OPTIMAL PLANS 
At Si, the grouped data {xij, j = 1,2,...,K(i)+1} are 
multinomially distributed with parameters ni and {Pij, j 
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1,2, ...,K(i)+1}. The Log Likelihood function is given by 
2 K(i)+1 
L = C + 5^  Z ^ijln Pij (2.3.2.1) 
i=l j=l 
where C is a constant and 




- — = I I (xij(Bi,j_i - Bij)/Pij3 = 0 (2.3.2.2) 
^° i=X j=l 
2 K(i)+1 
f ^ = l ^ i I C^ij(Bi,j-l - Bij)/Pij3 = 0 (2.3.2.3) 
^ i=l j=l 
where Bij = (tij/ei) e'^ ^^ ij^ i^^  
The Fisher information matrix is given by 
F = N(;fgh3 ; g,h = 0,1 (2.3.2.4) 
2 K(i).l 
i=l j=l 
The asymptotic variance (avar) of MQ i s g iven by 
ava r (^o )=N" ' ( foo f i i - fBi)~^(fii + sgfoo - 2Sofoi) ( 2 . 3 . 2 . 5 ) 
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The optimization problem is to determine Sj and a^ that 
minimize avar(jio)- Set So=0. Then (2.3.2.5) is reduced to 
avar(iio) = N'Mfoofn " foi)"^ fii • 
After some algebraic manipulation we obtain 




Qi = I CBi,j-l - Bij3VPij (2.3.2.7) 
j=l 
The following two-step procedure is adopted to minimize 
avar(Mo) with respect to s^  and a^ . 
First, optimize a^ for given Sz- The optimal value a* of a^ , 
is given by 
a* = C- siQ2+J sfsiQiQs] /(sfQi -siQ^ ) (2.3.2.8; 
,• Second, a^  and the minimum of avar(/io) a^e obtained on the 
grid Sj = d, 2d, 3d, ..., where d is the grid size. 
When K(l) and K(2) go to infinity 
Qi = 1 - e(-tci/®i). (2.3.2.9) 
2.3.3 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS 
For the purpose of computational experiments, set tci=tc2=tc 
and K(1)=K(2)=K. Furthermore, parameters are standardized such 
that the high stress levels as well as the common censoring time 
becomes 1. Such standardization does not alter the nature of the 
problem. In actual experiments the following quantities are used 
instead of /SQ and /S^ . At the used condition 
Pu = probability that an item fails in (0,1) and 
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P = probability that an item fails in (0,1) at the high 
stress. 
Then, the corresponding ^Q and ^^  can be determined as 
follows. 
$0 = ln{-l/ln(l-Pu)}, (2.3.3.1) 
Pi = ln{ln(l-Pu)/ln(l-Ph)} (2.3.3.2) 
Besides, the grid size for s^  is set to 0.002. Finally, N is 
set to 1, since it only serves as a scale factor for avardUg). 
A 
Computational results show that avar(Mo) is not sensitive to 
K. For all the cases considered, avar(fio) for K=l,2, or 3 is 
sufficiently close to avar(Mo) for K = oo. This implies that 
designing an ALT under periodic inspection the number of K needs 
not be too large. Also, the optimal low stress level (s*) and the 
optimal proportion of test items allocated to the low stress (a*) 
are rather stable over K. 
Finally, as P^ increases and/or P^ decreases s* gets closer 
to zero and a* to one. 
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CHAPTER 3 
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF ACCELERATED LIFE TEST PLANS UNDER 
PERIODIC INSPECTION AND TYPE I CENSORING: 
THE CASE OF RAYLEIGH FAILURE LAW 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Some products, materials and electronic devices has high 
reliability. Testing such devices under usual operating 
conditions is difficult, because the devices are not likely to 
fail in the available time-period for tests. Accelerated life 
tests(ALT) quickly provide information on life distributions of 
products and materials, which saves time as well as cost over 
testing, further time and cost are reduced by employing periodic 
inspection in which test items are checked only at certain points 
in time. Yum and Choi (1989) attempted to combine acceleration 
and periodic inspection and developed an asymptotically optimal 
ALT plan for the exponentially distributed life times under the 
assumptions of Type I censoring and periodic inspection. 
The present investigation is an attempt t6 combine such 
interesting and important features of life tests as acceleration 
and periodic inspection. The Rayleigh failure distribution is 
considered to describe the life times of test units. An 
asymptotically optimal ALT plan is developed under Type-I 
censoring and periodic inspection at two stress levels. 
Inspection times at each stress level are equally spaced between 
initial and censored times. Maximum likelihood (ML) estimation 
method is used to estimate the parameters involved in the 
relationship between mean life time and the stress. A self 
developed software has been used to carry out the compuvations of 
asymptotic variance of the ML estimator. The asymptotic variance 
of the estimated mean or p^h quantile of the life time 
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distribution at the use condition is adopted as a criterion for 
determining optimal design. Sensitivity analyses has been 
carried out to assess the effect of inaccuracy in the 
'guesstimates' of the unknown parameters on the optimum plan. 
3.2 THE MODEL 
Let us assume that the life times (T) of test items at 
stress level Si are independently and identically distributed as 
Rayleigh with the probability density function 
f (t) = — e(-tV202) ; t, e > 0 . (3.2.1) 
Assume that the mean life time 6 and the stress s are 
related as (i.e see Miller and Nelson(1983), Nelson(1990)): 
Ine = /So + PiS , 
e = e(Po + ^ is) , (3.2.2) 
where /SQ and /S^  are parameters of the product and the test 
method and we have to estimate these parameter. This 
relationship is frequently used in ALT. In fact, it can be shown 
that if s is the log of voltage stress , then (3.2.2) is the 
inverse power law and if s is the reciprocal of absolute 
temperature, then (3.2.2) is the Arrhenius relation. 
We are considering three stress levels SQ, S^ and Sg. SQ is 
the use stress level, the low stress level is s^  and the high 
stress level is Sg. SQ and Sg are prespecified, and s^  (Sj < S2) 
is to be optimally determined. The number of test items 
allocated to Sj and Sg are given by 
Ui = a^ N, tti + a2 = 1 , (3.2.3) 
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n2 = ttgN = (1 - ai)N , (3.2.4) 
where N is the total number of test items given and a^  is to be 
optimally determined. 
At Si, ni units are to be put on test at time 0 and run 
until a pre-specified time tci (i.e. Type I censoring is 
assumed), and inspections are conducted only at specified points 
in time tii, ti2, ..., ti^K(i)' where ti^K(i) = tci-
In addition, let t^ o = 0 and ti^K(i)+l = "/ "^"^  define 
xij = the number of items (at stress level s^ ) 
failed in [ti s_i,tij) , (3.2.5) 
for j = 1,2,...,K(i)+l; 
Pij = the probability of failure at stress level Si 
in Cti,j_i,tij) (3.2.6) 
for j = 1,2,...,K(i)+l; 
Clearly, 
tij 
Pij (ti, j_i,tij;e) = J f(t;e)dt = F(tij;e) - F(tij_i;e) 
^i,j-l 
^ e"^i.J-l/2©2 - e"^iJ/2©2 
Also F(tio;e) = 0 and F(ti^K(i)+1;®) = 1-
Then, the resulting structure of periodic inspection at s^ can be 
described as follows: 
Prob. of Failure Pi^ Pis . . . Pi,K(i) Pi,K(i)+l 
No. of Failure xi^ xi2 . . . xi^K(i) Xi,K(i)+i 
h- \ \ \ \ 1 
tio til ti2 ti^K(i)-l ti^K(i) ti^K(i)+l 
- 0 ^ tci = " 
Figure 1. Structure of periodic inspection at the i^ h 
stress level. 
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Consider the :grouped data {X-LJ , i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, ... 
K(i)+l} which are used to estimate /SQ and j^ in equation (3.2.2), 
and then the estimated relationship is extrapolated to estimate 
the mean life time at the use condition. The logarithm of mean 
lifetime at the use condition is given by 
Ho = In So = ^ 0 + /3iSo (3.2.7) 
We are interested in estimating the p^ *^  quantile (tp)of the 
Rayleigh distribution at the use condition. 
The pth quantile (tp) of the life distribution at a stress 
level So is: 
Thus, 
tp = /2eo{-ln(l-P)}l/2. 
I n t p = ln\ /2 + InGo + 1/2 l n [ - l n ( l - P ) ] 
- 1/2 l n 2 + Ho + 1/2 l n { - l n ( l - p ) } 
= 1/2 l n 2 + |3o + /SiSo + 1/2 l n [ - l n ( l - P ) ] 
= Yp (say) . ( 3 . 2 . 8 ) 
Let 0^ a^d 1^ are some estimators of ^Q and /Sj, 
respectively. Then, yp is estimated as, 
X A. X, 
yp = 1/2 l n 2 + /3o + PiSo + 1/2 l n { - l n ( l - p ) } ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) 
3.3. MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
The grouped data {xij, j = 1,2,...,K(i)+1} are multinomially 
distributed with parameters ni and {Pij, j = 1, 2, . . ., K(i)+l}, at 
stress level s±. The likelihood function is given by 
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L' = n Li 
i=l 
i=l 
K(i)+1 i r K ( i ) + i 
(3.3.1) 
Taking logarithm of both sides 
L = In L' = ^ In Li 
i = l 
2 K(i)+1 
i=l j=l 
where C is a constant and Pij is given by 
(3.3.2) 
Pij = e Cti,j-i/V2ei32 _ ^-Ctij/^2ei]2^ ;3.3.3) 
for i = 1, 2 and j = 1, 2, . . . , K (i)+1, 
Then, the M L estimates /SQ and ^^  are values of PQ ^ ^^ ^i 
which solve the equations obtained by letting the first partial 






= I I Cxij(Bi,j-i - Bij)/Pij3 = 0 . (3.3.4) 
i=l j=l 
2 K(i)+1 
= I Si 1 Cxij(Bi,j-i - Bij)/Pij} = 0 . (3.3.5) 
i=l j=l 
Note that, for i = i, 2 and j = 0,2, ..., K(i) + 1, 
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B ii = Ctii/ei}^e-Cti:/'^2eO (3.3.6; 
These estimates can also be found out by Monte Carlo studies. 
3.4 ASYMPTOTIC COVARIANCE OF THE M L ESTIMATOR 
The Fisher information matrix F is obtained by taking 
negative s-expectations of second partial derivatives of L with 




i = l 
2 r 




i = l 
2 
i = l 
a2L 
m 
= N [ f g j , ] ; g , h = 0 , 1 ( 3 . 4 . 1 
2 K ( i ) + 1 
SPH-!^ r aps 
1=1 j = l ^ *" 
( 3 . 4 . 2 ; 
A f t e r some a l g e b r a i c m a n i p u l a t i o n , we o b t a i n 
2 K ( i ) + 1 
foo = ^ cii 1 (B i , J - 1 B i j 3 V P i j 
i = l j = l 
( 3 . 4 . 3 ) 
2 K ( i ) + 1 
i i S j 
i = l j = l 
foi = fio = ^ c iSi 1 C B i , j - l - B i j ] y P i j ( 3 . 4 . 4 ; 
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2 K(i)+1 




B i: = ^ij/e0^e-C'iD/>^2«i)\ 
for i = 1,2 and j = 0,1,2,...K(i)+1 . 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of the maximum likelihood 
estimates /SQ and /S^  is the inverse of the Fisher information 










From eqn. (3.2.9), the corresponding asymptotic variance 
(avar) of yp is obtained as 
avar(yp) = avar O Q + (SISQ) 




= N - l ( f o o f „ - f g a ) - l ( f a i + sgfoo - 2Sofoi) 
= N-l(foofii - f y - 1 (1, So) C lo ) 
(3.4.7) 
The problem of optimally designing the ALT plan under 
periodic inspection can now be stated as: given N, SQ, S2, {^ci' 
i = 1,2} determine a^ , s^  and {tij, i = 1,2; j = l,2,...,K(i)} 
A. 
such that avar(yp) is minimized. 
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3.5 STATISTICALLY OPTIMAL PLANS 
We consider the following assumptions.-
(1) Censoring times at s^  and Sg are the same. 
That is, tci = tc2 = tc • 
(2) The number of inspection at each stress level is the same. 
That is, K(l) = K(2) = K. 
Furthermore, parameters are standardized such that common 
censoring time (tc) is 1, SQ = 0, and S2 = 1. The nature of the 
problem is remain same under the above standardization (see 
Appendix A). 
Under the above assumptions, optimal plans are developed by 
determining optimal values of Sj and a^  for given N and K such 
A, 
that avar(yp) is minimized. The optimization procedure is 
initiated by first 'guess estimate' of P^ and P^ which are more 
familiar and easier to estimate than ^Q and Pi. That is, 
Pu = Prlai^ item fails in (0, t^ = D at the use 
condition } 
^h = Pr{an item fails in (0, t^ = D at the high 
stress} 
Then, ^0 and /S^  are determined as follows: 
/So = I ln{-l/21n(l - P^)} (3.5.1) 
/Si = I ln{ln(l - Pu)/ln(l - Ph) } • (3.5.2) 
Based upon the above standardization the equation (3.4.7) 
becomes 
avar(yp) = N-l(foofn " f8i)"^fn • (3.5.3) 
After some algebraic manipulation we obtain 
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avar(yp) = N-1{Q2 + (sf Qi - Qj)"!) / (QiQ2(Si - D^ 
. (-af + ai)) , (3.5.4) 
where 
K(i)+1 
Qi = I CBi,j-l - Bij}yPij (3.5.5) 
j=l 
for i = 1, 2. 
For given P^ and Ph, the minimum value of avar(yp) with 
respect to s^  and a^  is determined by two-step procedure, which 
was developed by Yum and Choi (1989). A detailed description of 
two-step procedure is given in Appendix B. 
When K(l) = K(2) = K go to infinity (i.e. continuous 
A. 
inspection) then minimum avar(yp) and corresponding optimal Sj 
(i.e., s*) and a^ (i.e., a*) were determined by using the method 
described in Nelson and Meeker's (1978) paper. It can be also 
determined by two-step procedure discussed in Appendix B. 
». A. 
Finally, ratio of avar(yp(K)) to avar (yp (cxj)) was determined. 
3.6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The results are summarized in Tables 1-8. Tables 1-4, show 
statistically optimal plans whereas Tables 5-8, show sensitivity 
analysis of avar(yp), for various combinations of P^, P^ and K. 
We observe that avar(yp) is not sensitive to K. Also, Sj and a^  
are fairly stable over K for given P^ and P^. It is clear that 
avar(yp) for K = 2, 5 or 10 is sufficiently close to that for 
K = 00. This implies that the number of inspections (K) need not 
be too large. This is an achievement in life testing of an item 
which has high reliability. Ratio of avar(yp(K)) to avar(yp(oo)) 
is taken in last column of tables, which is approximately unity. 
This implies that there is no significant difference in 
asymptotic variance of yp, which is an encouraging result is 
terras of testing efforts. Also, when P^ increases and P^ 
decreases, the value of s^ is close to the use stress and the 
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value of a* tends to 1. That is, in particular, when P^ = 0.1, 
st = 0 and a* = 1 for P^ ^ 0.9. This shows that there is almost 
no need for an ALT. Similar trends are observed when the values 
of Ph are very small for all Pu-
Sensitivity analysis, is conducted with respect to plausible 
values of P^ and P^ as P^ and Ph- We first deterroine optimal s^  
and «! denoted as s* and a* for P^ and P^ and then the ratio, 
avar(yp(Si, a*))/avar(yp(s*, a*)) is calculated for various cases 
with K = 2. These are shown in Tables 5-8. We observe that 
ratios are very close to 1 in general. This implies that 
avar(yp) is robust against P^ and P^ from their guessed values. 
It also implies that the number of items (N) need not be 
adjusted, since the sensitivity ratios are very close to one. 
The following describes how to determine the sample size 
that achieves the desired precision of the estimate of a 
specified quantile at the design stress. 
The precision of such an estimate may be specified by 
requiring that, with a high probability <p, the estimate fall 
within a factor h of the true value ©Q O^ tp. That is, 
Pl-{eo/h ^ Bo s hOo) ^ (p , (3.6.1) 
where h( > 1 ) and <f) are given constants. 
Equation (3.6.1) can be rewritten as 
Prif^o - Inh :£ Mo :£ Mo + Inh} ^ (p . (3.6.2) 
The sample size (N) that approximately achieves this is: 
N* = Vo[(w/2)/lnh]2 , (3.6.3) 
where VQ be the asymptotic variance of yp when N = 1 and w is the 
(1 + <p)/2 quantile of the standard normal distribution. 
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3.7 CONCLUSION 
We have developed statistical optimal ALT plans in which two 
over stress levels are involved under the assumptions of periodic 
inspection and type-I censoring. The Rayleigh distribution is 
considered to describe the failure of test units. 
We conclude that, the large number of inspections (K) are 
not needed and estimated failure probabilities are fairly 
tolerable from their true values of the parameter considered. 
For computational purposes, equally spaced inspection times 
are considered at each stress level. We hope that future research 
work can be done in this area with other life time distributions 
and schemes of inspection [see Meecker (1986)]. 
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TABLE I. OPTIMAL ALT PLANS WHEN P„ = 0.0001 
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Table 5. Sensitivities Of avar(Yp) When Py = 0 . 0 0 0 1 
( i ) Ph = 








(ii) Ph = 

















<iv) Ph = 









































































































































































































































































































































Table 06. Sensitivities Of avar(Yp) When u = 0.001 
( i ) Ph = 








(ii) Ph = 

















(iv) Ph = 











































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 7 . S e n s i t i v i t i e s Of a v a r ( Y p ) When 
u 
= 0 . 0 1 
( i ) Ph = 








(ii) Ph = 



































































































































































































































































Table 8. S e n s i t i v i t i e s of ava r (yp ) when P ,^ = 0 . 1 
( i ) Ph = 








(ii) Ph = 










































































































































































STANDARDIZATION OF PARAMETERS 
Let us consider use stress SQ = 0 and high stress level 
S2 = 1. Under this reparameterization, let with and without the 
prime represent the original and standardized scale, 
respectively. It has the following transformation: 
s = (s' - So)/(s^ - s6) . (3.8.1) 
It can be written as 
s' = s(s^ - s6 ) + s^ . (3.8.2) 
Next, consider the standardization of time. Let t^ i = tc2 = 
t^ in the original time scale. In the standardized scale, every 
parameter whose unit is time must be divided by t^ i.e. e = 
e'/tc- Therefore, we have the following relationship: 
e = e(^o + ^ Js') / t^ 
= e(^6 + ^ i{s(s^ - s^ ) + s6}) e-lnt^ 
= ei'^^o + /3isi - Int^) + ^ ls(s^ - s^)} 
Since e = e(^0 + ^iS). 
We have 
/3o = /S6 + /S(s6 - Int^ , (3.8.3) 
Pa = /3i (s^ - s6) , (3.8.4) 
or, equivalently, 
Pi = Pi/(s^ - S6) , (3.8.5) 
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and 
/3^ = /So + I n t ^ - P i s 6 
= Po + I n t ^ - / 3 iS6 / ( s^ - s6) . ( 3 . 8 . 6 ) 
From e q u a t i o n ( 3 . 2 . 9 ) and ( 3 . 8 . 3 ) 
1 A. A, -
J ^ = J l n 2 + ^6 + /3 i s i + J l n { - l n ( l - p) } 
1 '^  1 
= 7 l n 2 + /So + I n t ^ + 7 l n { - l n ( l - p) } . ( 3 . 8 . 7 ) 
A l s o , 
Yp = J l n 2 + Po + 7 l n { - l n ( l - p ) } . ( 3 . 8 . 8 ) 
It can be shown that 
avar(yp) = avar (yp) 




DESCRIPTION OF TWO-STEP PROCEDURE 
The two-step procedure was adopted to optimize avar(yp) 
respect to Sj and ai. This technique is applied to our problem 
according to the following steps: 
(1) We optimize a^  (say a*). 
That is, from equation (3.5.4) 
A. 
a ( a v a r ( y p ) ) 
^-— = N-l{sfQi - Q2)a? + 2Q2ai - Q2} / 
aai 
{QiQ2(Si - l ) 2 ( - a 2 + ai )2} = 0 . ( 3 . 9 . 1 ) 
The o p t i m a l v a l u e of a^, f o r 0 < aj < 1, i s g i v e n by 
ctt = C-Q2 + J s f Q1Q2 3 / [s? Qi - Q2) ( 3 . 9 . 2 ) 
(2) We employ the grid search with respect to Sj to optimize 
avar(yp). That is, a* and the minimum of avar(yp) are 
determined on the grid s^  = d, 2d, 3d, ..., where d is the 
grid size. Finally, minimum value of avar(yp) is determined 
by optimal Sj (i.e., s*) and the corresponding a* among all 
the grid points considered. 
In actual computational experiments, the above method was 
tried for a given set of P^, P^ (and corresponding ^Q, g^ ) and K 
with 500 different grid points. Besides, the grid size for s^  is 
set to 0.002. Finally, N is set to 1, since it only as a scale 
factor for avar(yp) the optimal solution consists of s* (and the 
corresponding a^) for which avar(yp) attains the minimum among 
all the grid points considered. 
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CHAPTER 4 
OPTIMAL DESIGN OF ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS FOR THE WEIBULL 
DISTRIBUTION UNDER PERIODIC INSPECTION AND TYPE I CENSORING. 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
Accelerated life testing (ALT) reduces testing time 
resulting in the reduction of the cost of conducting the test. 
Further reduction in time and cost is possible through periodic 
inspection. Earlier studies assumed continuous inspection for 
ALT, studies on statistical analysis of the data generated by 
periodic inspection were largely concerned with life testing at 
'normal' or 'use' conditions. Yum and Choi (1989) first 
attempted to combine these interesting and important features of 
life tests, namely, acceleration and periodic inspection. They 
developed an asymptotically optimal ALT plan for the 
exponentially distributed lifetimes under the assumption of Type 
I censoring and periodic inspection. Later Seo and Yum (1991) 
extended Yum and Choi (1989) work by considering Weibull 
distribution to describe the lifetimes of test units. However, 
they have used Y = InT, which has an extreme value distribution. 
This study is a generalization of Yum and Choi work. 
Weibull distribution have been considered to describe the 
lifetime distribution of the units under test. Two stress levels 
have been considered and the tests are type I censored and the 
periodic inspection is at equally spaced (ES) time period. A 
self developed software has been used to carry out the 
computations of asymptotic variance of ML estimator. Sensitivity 
analysis have also been carried out to assess the effect of 
inaccuracy in the 'guesstimates' of the unknown parameters on the 
optimal plan. 
For the shape parameter 5 = 1 , the Weibull distribution 
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reduces to exponential. In our computation, asymptotic variances 
obtained by Yum and Choi (1989), follow for 6 = 1. Although 
there is a slight difference in the corresponding values for 
sensitivity analysis, the essential feature (i.e. the trend) is 
the same. 
Computational experiments for various combination of 
parameters also show how optimal plans vary with respect to the 
parameters involved. 
4.2 THE MODEL 
Let us consider three stress levels SQ, SJ and Sg . The use 
stress level SQ and the high stress level Sg are assumed to be 
known and the low stress level Si (SQ < S^ < S2) is to be 
optimally determined. 
At these stress levels, we assume that the lifetimes(T) of 
test units identically and independently follow a Weibull 
distribution, given as 
f(t/e,6) = (5/0) [t/e)5-ie-(t/e)^^ t > 0 . (4.2.1) 
Also, assume that the scale parameter 6 and the stress s are 
related as 
e = e^ o^ + ^ iS) , (4.2.2) 
where ^Q, ^J and 6 are parameters of the product and test method. 
If s is the log of voltage stress, then (4.2.2) is the 
inverse power law (i.e.,Meeker and Nelson (1975); Nelson 
(1990)/Nelson and Meeker (1978)). If s is reciprocal of absolute 
temperature, then (4.2.2) is the Arrhenius relationship 
(i.e,Kielpinski and Nelson (1975); Nelson (1990); Nelson and 
Kielpinski(1976)). Other relationships are presented by (i.e.. 
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Chernoff(1962); Mann, Schafer and Singapurwalla (1974); Nelson 
(1990)). 
The number of test items allocated to Sj and Sg are, 
respectively, given by 
nj = a^ N, n2 = agN , (4.2.3) 
where aj + a2 = 1, N is the total number of test items and a^ is 
to be optimally determined. 
Let at stress level s^, n^ units are to be put on test at 
time 0 and run until a pre-specified time t^i and inspections are 
conducted only at specified points in time tii, t±2i •••-
ti,K(i)' where ti,K(i) = tci-
Also, let tio = 0 and ti^K(i)+l = '"' and define at stress 
level Si 
Xij = the number of items failed in [ti ^ _2_, t-^ j] , 
Pij = the probability of failure in [ti ^ _i,tj[j}, 
where j = l,2,...,K(i)+l . 
Prob. of Failure Pii Pig ... Pi,K(i) Pi,K(i)+l 
No. of Failure xi^ xi2 ... xi^K(i) xi^K(i)+l 
I \ \ \ \ 1 
tio til ti2 ti^K(i)-l ti^K(i) ti^K(i)+l 
= 0 = tci = CO 
Figure 1. Structure of periodic inspection at the i^ h 
stress level. 
The grouped data {xij, i = 1, 2; j = 1, 2, ...,K(i)+l} are 
used to estimate o^ and ^l. The estimated relationship is then 
extrapolated to estimate some quantities at the use condition. 
Our particular interest is in the logarithm of the mean life 
time at the use condition, is given by 
Mo = In eo = Po + PiSo • (4.2.4) 
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(4.2.4) is equivalent to (4.2.2) when /i = In e . 
Now, let tp tie the p^^ quantile of the Weibull distribution 
at the use condition, given by, 
tp = eo{-ln(l-p)}l/« . (4.2.5) 
yp = m tp = /3o + PiSo + (1/5) .ln{-ln(l-p) } . (4.2.6) 
Let Po ^^^ ^1 s^s t^® ^^ e s t i m a t o r s of /SQ and Pj, 
r e s p e c t i v e l y . Then, 
Mo = /3o + PiSo 
Jp = Mo + ( 1 / 5 ) . l n { - l n ( l - p ) } 
( 4 . 2 . 7 ) 
( 4 .2 .8 ) 
The problem of optimal ALT plans under periodic inspection 
can now be stated as: given N, SQ, Sg, {tij, i = 1,2; j ^ 
l,2,...,K(i)} determine a^ and s^  such that the variance of /JQ 
(or yp) is minimized. 
4.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
At Si, the grouped data {xij, j = l,2,...,K(i)+l} are 
multinomially distributed with parameters ni and {Pij; j 
1,2,...,K(i)+1}. The likelihood function is given by 
= 5^1 
i=l 





j = l 
(4.3.i; 
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Taking logarithm of L' yields 
2 
L = In L = y In Li 
i=l 
2 K(i)+1 
= C ^ I I Xijln Pij , 
i=l j=l 
where C is a constant with respect to ^ o ^ ^^ a^ and 
for i = 1, 2 and j = l,2,...,K(i)+l, 
'A.2.2] 
>ij = I f(t)dt = F(tij) - F(ti,j_i) 
ti,j-l 
. e-(ti.j-l/^i)'- e-(ti.j/^i)^ . (4.3.3) 
Therefore, 
2 K(i)+1 
L=C. ^  I xijln[e-(^i.J-l/^i) - e-^^ij/^i)'], (4.3.4; 




— - = ^ I (xij(Bi,j_i - Bij)/Pij] = 0 , (4.3.5) 
° i=l j=l 
2 K(i)+1 
o T 




Bij = 5 . C t i j / e i 3 * e - C ^ i j / ^ i ^ ^ , (4 .3 .7 : 
for i = l , 2 , and j = l , 2 , . . . , K ( i ) + 1 . 
These e s t i m a t e s can be found out by Monte Carlo s t u d i e s . 
4.4 ASYMPTOTIC CO-VARIANCE OF THE M L ESTIMATOR 
The F i she r in format ion m a t r i x F, i s def ined as 
F = N.(fgjJ; g, h = 0, 1 , (4.4.1) 
2 K(i)+1 
' , - . I « i I (-^j [-^] / i^^  • [-
i=l j=l 
After some algebraic manipulation, we get 
2 
foo = ^ "iQi. (4.4.3; 
1 = 1 
2 
foi = fio = Y "i^iQi' (4.4.4: 
i=l 
2 
fii = Y "iSi^Qi , (4.4.5: 
1 = 1 
where 
K(i)+1 
Qi = I CBi,j-l - Bij}2 / p^j . (4.4.6) 
A. A. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix of /SQ and ^jis given by 
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F ~ l . T h a t i s , 
V = F ' l = N-1 Voo Vol 
= N-lCfoofii - fgi)- fi 1 ^01 
-10 foo 
( 4 . 4 . 7 ) 
Then, t h e asympto t ic v a r i a n c e (avar) of Yp or HQ i s given by 
avar(Ato) = ava rOo + ^ISQ) 
= N-l(Voo + sgvii + 2SoVoi) 
= N-l(foofii - f § i ) ' ^ ( f i i + sgfoo 2Sofoi) • (4 .4 .8) 
Wh i ch i s a l s o avar(yp) 
4.5 STATISTICALLY OPTIMAL PLANS 
The optimization problem i s to determine s^  and a^ such that 
A. 
avar(Ho) is minimized under the following assumptions. 
(1) Two over stress levels are considered, one is the low stress 
level (Si) and the other is the high stress level (S2) where 
S2 is pre-specified. 
(2) Censoring times at s^  and S2 are same, that is, tci = tQ2 = 
tc-
(3) The number of inspections at each stress level is same, that 
is, K(l) = K(2) = K. 
(4) The use stress level SQ = 0 
Then equation (4.4.8) is reduced to 
avar (Mo) = N-l(foofu " foi) "^ fii (4.5.1) 
After some algebraic manipulation we obtain 
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•'A', IZ ACC No. 
avar(Mo) = N-l(siQ2 + (sfQi - siQ2)ai)/ •^^ -^1;:J:^ £^ I51^ -^  
{QiQ2(Si - S2)2(-a? + ai)) (4.5.2) 
We have adopted two-step procedure to minimize the avar(fio) 
with respect to Si and a^ . 
Firstly, we optimize aj for given S2. The optimal value a* 
of «!, is given by 
a\ = C-siQ2 + JsfsiQaQ2}/Cs?Qa - siQ^ ] (4.5.3) 
Secondly, we optimize with respect to s^  by grid search. 
That is, a* and the minimum of avar(/io) are obtained on the grid 
S; = d, 2d, 3d, ..., where d is the grid size. Finally, the 
optimal plan consists of s* (and the corresponding a* ) for which 
avar(^o) attains the minimum among all the grid points 
considered. 
When K(l) and K(2) go to infinity (i.e. continuous 
inspection) , then optimal s* , a* and corresponding minimum 
avar(Uo) are determined using the method described by Nelson and 
Meeker (1978) and can also be determined by the above two-step 
procedure. 
4.6 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
For the purpose of computational experiments, we standardize 
the parameters such that the common censoring time is l, use 
stress SQ = 0 and high stress S2 = 1• 
Under the above reparameterization the original and the 
adjusted parameters will be denoted with and without the prime, 
respectively, having the following relationship: 
s' = s(s^ - s^ ) + s6 . (4.6.1) 
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131 = Pi/(S^ - S6) . (4.6.2) 
p^ = Po + In t^ - ^ iS6/(s^ - S6) . (4.6.3) 
Let Mo = ^ 6 + ^ iSo- Then it can be shown that 
>k A. 
avar(ji^ ) = avarO^ + Pis^) 
= avarOo) 
= avar (/JQ) • (4.6.4) 
This shows that standardization does not alter the nature of 
the problem. 
In actual experiments, we use the 'guesstimates' of the 
following quantities instead of ^Q ^^^ i^ • 
Pu = Pr{si^  item fails at the use condition in (0, tc - D} 
^h = Pr{an item fails at the higher stress in (0, t^ = 1)} 
Then, the corresponding ^Q ^ ^d /3i determined as follows: 
/So = I ln(-l/ln(l - P^)} (4.6.5) 
1^ = i ln{ln(l - Pu)/ln(l - P^ ) } (4.6.6) 
Besides, the number of grid points for Sj is set to 500, 
therefore the grid size will be 0.002, since 0 < Si < 1 and N is 
set to 1 since it only serves as a scale factor for avar(jio)-
For given P^ and Ph/We calculate the corresponding ^Q and ^ j 
using eqs (4.6.5) and (4.6.6), respectively.Then minimum avar(Mo) 
is determined from equation (4.5.2) and optimal values of s^  and 
«! are obtained by applying two-step procedure for equally spaced 
(ES) inspection times for various values of K (see Appendix A) . 
For some selected guessed values of P^ and Ph, a sensitivity 
analysis is conducted. 
Computational results are summarized in Tables 1-5, 
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elaborating statistically optimal plans and values of avar()io) 
for various combinations of 5, Pu/ Ph ^^^ ^- Ratios are 
determined by the formula avar (^ o(K) )/avar ((io(") ) • We observe 
that 0^ decreases and ^^  increases as shape parameter 8 
increases. We also note that when P^ increases, JSQ decreases and 
/3i increases. For fixed P^ , decrease in P^ implies increase in 
Pi. Secondly, avar(iLio) for K = 2, 5 or 10, is sufficiently close 
to avar()io) ^or K = oo, and therefore, unnecessarily large K is 
not needed. The detailed observations are given in section 4.7. 
We also note that s* and a* are fairly stable over K. 
Finally, as P^ increases and/or P^ decreases s* gets close 
to So and a* to 1 for each value of shape parameter. Also when 
Pu = 0.1 , s* = 0 and a* = 1 for P^ - 0.9, which implies almost 
no need for an ALT. We observe similar trends when P^ values are 
small for P^ < 0.1. 
Tables 6-10 show sensitivity analysis for different value of 
shape parameter. Sensitivity analysis is conducted by using 
guessed values of P^ and P^ as P^ and Pi^ , respectively. For 
these guessed values the optimal s* is determined as s* and 
optimal a* as 5*. Finally, avar (jio(s*,a*) ) is calculated. 
Then, sensitivity is calculated as the ratio of avar (Mo(st-^ t) ) 
to avar (iLto(Si ,ai) ) for various cases with K = 2. We note that 
these ratios are very close to 1 implying that the avar(Mo) is 
robust against the true P^ , Ph and 5 from their guessed values 
over K. 
Now we select a sample of size N by the method described by 
Meeker (1986) . Let VQ be the asymptotic variance of UQ when N = 
1. The sample size N is given by 
VoW' 
N* s (4.6.7) 
(In h)2 §2 




We have presented, how the statistically optimal ALT plans 
are developed when the failures are observed under periodic 
inspection and Type-I censoring for the case of Weibull 
distributed lifetimes in which two overstress levels are 
involved. 
Computational results indicate that: 
(1) asymptotic variance of UQ decreases when shape parameter 6 
increases. 
(2) avar()LXo) decreases as P^ increases and it becomes minimum 
when Py equals 0.1. 
A, 
(3) When P^ decreases, asymptotic variance of UQ increases for 
fixed P^ -
(4) asymptotic variance of UQ decreases as P^ increases and/or P^i 
decreases over K. 
(5) For fixed P^ and P^, there is no significance difference in 
asymptotic variance of JLIQ for variation in K, therefore we 
need not have large number of inspections. 
(6) When K goes to infinity, asymptotic variance of UQ is almost 
the same as it is for K = 10. This implies that the number of 
inspections more than 10 are totally unnecessary. 
(7) For each value of shape parameter (5), sensitivity analysis 
shows that the avardUo) is robust against the true Pu and P^ 
from their guessed values for all K. 
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OPTIMAL ALT PLANS WHEN 6 = 3 . 0 












°-0l -9 1.5334 
5 1.5334 
1 1.5334 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6. Sensitivities of avar(Ho> When 6 = 0.5 
u Ph 
0 .0001 0 . 9 \ P> 0 .7 0 . 8 0 .9 0 . 9 5 0 .99 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 . 0 0 1 
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Table 6. contd. 






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 7 . c o n t d 
0 . 0 1 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
0. 1 
0 . 1 0 . 9 
0 . 7 
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T a b l e 8 . c o n t d . 
0 . 5 
0. 1 
0 .01 
0 . 0 1 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
0. 1 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 8 . c o n t d 
0 . 1 0 . 9 

































































































































































































































TABLE 9 . S e n s i t i v i t t i e s Of a v a r ( i i o > When 6 = 3 . 0 
u Ph 
0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 9 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 1 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 9. c o n t d , 
0 .01 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 0 . 9 
0 . 7 















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 10. contd. . . 
























































































































































































































































Table 10. contd... 
0.02000 1.0002 1.0001 1.0001 1.0000 1.0000 
0.03000 1.0004 1.0003 1.0002 1.0001 1.0001 
0.05000 1.0008 1.0006 1.0004 1.0003 1.0003 
0 . 1 0 . 9 
0 . 7 
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ALGORITHM OF COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIMENTS 
The two-step optimization technique is adopted to our 
problem according to the following steps: 
1. Provide guesstimates of P^ and P^ and S and the ranges of 
their plausible values. Calculate /SQ and /Sj according to 
(4.6.5) and (4.6.6), respectively. 
2. Periodic inspection times at stress level i is calculated by 
tij = j/k, for i = 1, 2 and j = l, 2, ...,K. 
3. Set So = 0, S2 = 1 and generate 499 values of s^  between 
(0, 1) at an interval of 0.002. Calculate ©i according to 
(4.2.2), for i = 1, 2. 
4. For each value of tij and e± and for given 5. Calculate Q± 
according to (4.4.6). 
5. For each value of s^  and Qf. Calculate a^  according to 
(4.5.3) and finally asymptotic variance of MQ is calculated 
according to (4.5.2). 
6. Select a value of s^  and corresponding value of a^  such that 
asymptotic variance of MQ is minimized among all values of Sj. 




OPTIMAL ACCELERATED LIFE TEST DESIGNS FOR THE 
LOG-LOGISTIC AND BURR TYPE XII DISTRIBUTIONS 
UNDER PERIODIC INSPECTION AND TYPE-I CENSORING 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
Most of the previous works on the optimal designs of ALTs 
assume that the lifetime distribution of a test unit is either 
exponential, Weibull (i.e., Bai and Chun{1991); Bai and 
Chung(1992); Bai, Kim and Lee(1989); Chernoff(1962) 
Chernoff(1953); DeGroot and Goel(1979); Ehrenfeld(1962) 
Meeker(19 84) ; Miller and Nelson(1983); Nelson and Meeker(1978) 
Seo and Yum(1991) ; Yum and Choi(1989)) or Normal, log-Normal 
(i.e., Kielpinski and Nelson(1975); Meeker(1984); Nelson and 
Kielpinski(l976)). 
This study considers Burr Type XII distribution (1942), as 
the lifetime distribution of the test items. It has log-logistic 
distribution as a special case for m = 1. It has the advantage 
of having simple algebraic formulations for the reliability and 
hazard rate functions, like the Weibull and exponential 
distributions. It is therefore more convenient in handling 
censored data than the log-normal distribution while providing a 
good approximation except in the extreme tails. Also the hazard 
function of log-logistic distribution is identical to the 
Weibull's hazard function aside from the denominator factor. It 
is monotone decreasing from oo if 6 < i and is monotone decreasing 
from e if 6 = 1. For 6 > 1, it's hazard rate function resembles 
hazard function of log-normal distribution. 
The present investigation is an attempt to combine such 
important feature of life tests as acceleration & periodic 
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inspection. An asymptotically optimal ALT plan for the Burr type 
XII distribution is developed under the assumptions of Type I 
censoring and periodic inspection at two overstress levels. The 
use test stress and high test stress are specified while low test 
stress is optimally determined and proportion of test items are 
allocated to each stress. This investigation extends the Yum and 
Choi (1989) or Seo and Yum (1991) work in that a new more 
flexible life time model, Burr Type XII, is assumed to describe 
the failure mechanism of test units and a new software has been 
developed to carry out the computation which considerably reduces 
the time of work to get the results. It is assumed that a log-
linear relationship exists between the Burr scale parameter and 
the stress, and that Burr shape parameter is constant and is 
independent of the stress. ML estimation method is used to 
estimate the unknown parameters in this relationship. Then, the 
asympptotic properties of those ML estimators are used to 
approximate the variance of the estimated mean at the use 
condition. The asymptotic variance (AsVar) of the estimated mean 
or q^^ quantile of the lifetime distribution at use or design 
stress is adopted as an optimality criterion. 
Computational experiments are conducted for various 
combinations of pararmeters involved to examine how optimal plans 
vary with respect to these parameters. Sensitivity analysis is 
also conducted for various combinations of parameters to assess 
the effect of inaccuracy in the "guesstimates" of the unknown 
parameters on the optimal plan. 
5.2 THE MODEL 
Basic Assumptions 
1. I stress levels Si, S2, ..., si are considered, where s^ < S2 
< ... < S£ may denote high temperature or voltage etc. This 
work deals with the case of three stress levels (i = 2) in 
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which So denotes use stress level, Sj the low stress level 
and Sg the high stress level, such that SQ < Sj < Sg. 
2. At any level of stress s, the lifetimes (T) of test items 
follow the Burr Type XII" distribution with-shape parameters., 
m, 6 and scale parameter 0. That is, 
f(t) = m(6/e) (t/e]5-i(;i + (t/e)5)-(m+i) , (5.2.1) 
t ^ O , m,5,e>0 . 
For m = 1, the distribution f (t) becomes a log-logistic 
distribution with shape parameter 6 and scale parameter e. That 
is, 
f(t) = (5/0) (;t/e]5-l(l + (t/0)53-2 ^ (5.2.2) 
t s 0, 6 , 0 > 0 . 
For m = 2 , t h e l i f e t i m e d i s t r i b u t i o n becomes 
f ( t ) = 2 ( 6 / 0 ) ( t / 0 ] 5 - 1 [1 + ( t / 0 ) 5 } - 3 , ( 5 . 2 . 3 ) 
t ^ 0, 6 , 0 > 0 . 
and so o n . 
3. The mean lifetime (0) and the stress level s are 
exponentially related as 
0 = e^ o •" ^ 1^ , (5.2.4) 
where /SQ and /S^  are unknown parameters depending on the nature of 
the product and the test method (i.e., see Meeker (1986) ,- Miller 
and Nelson(1983); Nelson and Kielpinski(1976)). 
4. 6 and m are known parameters, and are indepedent of stress. 
5. The lifetimes of test units at stress level Si are 
independent and identically distributed. 




1. The use test stress (SQ) and high test stress (S2) are 
prespecified, while the test stress (Sj) is to be optimally 
determined. 
2. Test units (ni) allocated to Si out of total N test units is 
n^ = a^N, ^ tti = 1, ai > 0, i = 1,2, ...,£ . (5.2.5) 
i=l 
For 1=2 
n-y = a^ N, 1X2 = a2N = { l - a i ) N , (5.2.6! 
where a^ is to be optimally determined. 
3. The test items (n^ ) are initially placed on life test at 
stress level Si and run until a prespecified time tQ± (i.e., 
Type I censoring is assumed). 
4. At specified point in time tii, ti2/ •••/ ti^K(i)' the 
inspections are carried out, where ti^K(i) = ^c±' i^o = 0 
and tj K(i)+1 = '"• ^^^ ^^^ number of test items failed 
during C^ij-i/ tij) at stress level Si is Xij and the 
probability of failure during C^ij-i, ^ij] is Pij, j = 1, 
2, . . ., K(i)+1. 
The grouped data { xi j, i = 1, 2, ..., t; j = 1, 2, ..., 
K(i)+l} are used to estimate /SQ and j3i. The estimated 
relationship is then extrapolated to estimate mean lifetime at 
the use condition. Logarithm of the mean lifetime 9 at use 
condition is defined by 
^o = InQo = ^ 0 + i^So • (5.2.7) 
Let tq be the q^^ quantile of the lifetime distribution at 
use condition. We want to estimate 
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l n { t a ) = Po + 3iSo + 1 /5-In 




Let 0^ ari<i ^1 t>6 the ML estimates of o^ ^^^ ^n respectively. 
Then, yg is estimated as 
A. A. 





M = Po + ^ iSo • 
(5.2.9) 
(5.2.10; 
5.3 MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION 
The grouped data {x^j , j = 1, 2, . . ., K(i)+1} is multinomially 
distributed with parameters ni and {Pij, j = l,2,...,K(i)+l} at 




i = l 
i 
- n"i^ 
i = l 
' K ( i ) + l 
n -i3^ 
j = i 
- 1 
' K ( i ) + l 
n ^i^""'' 
j = i 
(5.3.i; 
Logarithm of equation (5.3.1) gives 
I 




= C + ^ I Xijln Pij , 
i=l j=l 
where C is constant and P^ j is defined as 
(5.3.2: 
ID = F(tij) - F(tij_i) 
= (1 + (tij_i/e)«3-m-(i + (tij/0)5)-m ^ (5.3.3) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . . I and j = 1, 2, . . . . K(i) + 1. 
Differentiating both sides of equation (5.3.2) with respect 
to Po a'^ d Pi ^nd equate it to zero. The ML estimates of 0^ and 





- I I 
i = l j = l 
X ID 
3-D 
m5 (tij-i/e) ms (tij/e) 
(1 + (tij_i/e)53 (m*l) ("1 + (tij/e)5) (m+1) 
d L 
= 0 





m6 (tij_i/0) m5(tij/0) 
(1 + (tij_i/e)53 (m+1) (1 + (tij/e)«3 (m+1) 
The above equations can be rewritten as 
a L 
I K ( i ) + 1 
= I 1 Cxij(Aij_i - Aij)/Pij} = 0, (5.3.4) 
i = l j = l 
a L 
d /3i 
t K ( i ) + 1 
= l^i 1 C^ij(Aij-i - Aij)/Pij) = 0, (5.3.5) 
i = l j = l 
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where 
Aij =mS(tij/e)5 (1 + (tij/8)«}-("i+l), (5.3.6) 
for i = 1, 2, . . . , l and j = 0, 1, 2, ..., K(i) + 1. 
Fisher Information Matrix 
The Fisher information matrix F, is obtained by taking 
negative s-expectations of second partial derivatives of L with 
respect to $Q and ^i. That is, 
where 
F = 
i = l 
I 
I ' 






i = l 
I -





= N . foO ^01 
f i o f i i 
I K ( i ) + 1 „p. . „p. . 
i = l j = l '^  
g , h = 0, 1 
After some algebraic manipulation, we obtain 
(5.3.7) 
(5.3.8) 
foo = Y "i^i ' 
i = l 
(5.3.9) 





i = l 
K( i )+1 
Qi = I CAij-1 - A i j )^ /P i j 
( 5 . 3 . 1 1 ) 
( 5 . 3 . 1 2 ) 
Asymptotic Variance of ML estimates of the parameters 
A. A. 
The asymptotic covariance matrix V of ^Q and i^ is the 
inverse of the Fisher information matrix F. 
V = F -1 N 
varOo) covOo<^i) 
cov(|3i,^ o) varOj) 
= N-l(foofn - f?3"^ 
-11 ^01 
-fio f 00 
(5.3.13) 
Then, the asymptotic variance of yq is obtained as 
AsVar(ycT) = [ 1 , SQ] F " ! [ 1 , SQ] (5.3.14) 
= N-l(foofu - fii)"^ (fii + sgfoo - 2Sofoi) , 
which is also the asymptotic variance of /IQ-
Design Problem and Optimality Criterion 
Optimal design problem of an ALT under periodic inspection 
can now be stated as: given N, SQ, SJ, S, m {tci, i = 1, 2, ..., 
I] and {K(i), i = 1, 2, . . , , i}, determine {a^, i = 1, 2, ..., 
l-l}, {si, i = 1, 2, ..., 1-1} and {tij, i = 1, 2, i; j = l, 
2, ..., K(i)-l} such that the AsVar(yq) (or equivalently the 
AsVar(yQ)) is minimized. 
We assume that the use stress level (SQ) is adjusted to be 
zero. Then, equation (5.3.14) becomes 
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AsVar{?q) = N-l(foofii " fBi)'^fn • (5.3.15) 
After some algebraic manipulation we obtain 
AsVar(yg) = N-l(siQ2 + (sfQi - slQz)^^)/ 
(QiQ2(Si - S2)2(-af + a,)) . (5.3.16) 
A 
Minimizing the asymptotic variance of yq of the lifetime 
distribution at design stress is used as the optimality 
criterion. 
In section 5.4, we consider optimal ALT plans in which t = 
2, and determine Sj, ajand {tij , i=l, 2; j = 1 , 2, ... , K(i)-
1} for various values of K(i). 
5.4 OPTIMAL PLANS 
Assumptions > 
1. Censoring times at Si and S2 are the same. 
in3.U. IS ; ^Cl ~ C2 ~ C 
2. The number of inspections at each stress level is the same. 
That is, K(l) = K(2) = K. Further, we standardize the 
parameters such that S2 = 1 as well as t^ = 1. In section 
5.3, the use stress level was already adjusted to be 0. Such 
standardization does not alter the nature of our problem (see 
Appendix). 
Optimization Method 
The optimal plan is developed by determining optimal values 
of Si and a^  for given N, K, 6 and m such that AsVar(yq) is 
minimized. The two-step procedure is adopted for finding minimum 
value of AsVar(yq) with respect to Sj and a^  (see Appendix). The 
optimization procedure is initiated by first providing 




Probability that test unit fails in (0, tc) at the 
use condition. (5.4.1) 
Probability that a test unit fails in (0, t^ ) at 
the high stress. (5.4.2) 
It is clear that P^x ^ ^^ ^ h ^^^ more familiar and easier to 
estimate than go and ^i. The corresponding fio and j^ are 
obtained as follows. 












The equally spaced inspection times are calculated at stress 
level Si as 
-i: = j/K , (5.4.5; 
for i = 1, 2 and j =1, 2, ..., K. 
For given values of K, P^, P^ , 5 and m, optimal values of s^  
A 
and tti are determined by two-step procedure such that AsVar(yq) 
is minimized. For K = oo, the optimal values of Sj, a^ and 
AsVar(yq) are determined using the method described by Nelson and 
Meeker (1978) . It can also be determined by the two-step 
procedure. Further, ratio of AsVar(yq(K)) to AsVar(yq(oo)) is 
obtained. The computer program on ALT, coded in FORTRAN is 
developed and run on VAX-11/780. 
Sensitivity Analysis 
For optimal ALT plans, we require the knowledge of P^ and P^ 
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(or equivalently Po and j^) . Chernoff (1953) termed this 
situation "locally optimal design" and suggested sensitivity 
analysis. The sensitivity analysis is conducted for some 
selected plausible values of P^, Ph' * ^^^ ^' to see how 
AsVarlyq) varies around these plausible values. Let P^ and P^ be 
the guessed values of P^ and P^, respectively. s* and a* are 
determined using these guessed values with K = 2 as s* and a*, 
respectively. The sensitivity is defined as the ratio of 
AsVar(yq(s*,5*)) to AsVar(yq(Si,a*)) for various cases with K=2 . 
Sensitivity analysis may be conducted for various values of K. 
Sample size 
For an optimal ALT plan, the desired precision of the MLE of 
the log mean life or q^h quantile with known shape parameters is 
determined by the sample size N*. The required sample size 
(e.g., see Meeker (1986)) is approximately given by 
AsVar(yq)w2 
N* = (5.4.6) 
(In h)2 
where W is the (1 + <p)/2 quantile of the standard normal 
distribution. 
5.5 COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS AND COMPARATIVE STUDY 
The optimum plans are summarized in Tables 1-12, which 
present the optimum s*, a* and AsVar(yq) for various combinations 
of Pu, Ph, K, 8 and m. Tables 13-16 illustrate computational 
results of sensitivity analysis for various values of P^, P^ and 
6 with m = 1 and K = 2. The Tables exhibit the following trends: 
1. As Pu increases and/or P^ decreases, AsVar(yq) is not 
sensitive to K for given values of shape parameters S and 
m. 
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2. For selected values of P^, Ph, 5 and ra, s^ and at are 
fairly stable over K. 
3. For given 5 and m, AsVar(yq) decreases as Pu increases 
and it increases when P^ decreases. 
4. For all the cases considered, the values of ratio 
indicate that the number of inspections (K) need not be 
too large, which is an encouraging result in terms of 
testing efforts. 
5. For given 6 and m, as P^ increases and/or Pj^  decreases 
the values of s* and a* tend to 0 (the use stress) and 1, 
respectively. This implies that almost no need for an 
ALT. Similar trends are observed when P^ values are 
small for P^ < 0.1. 
6. For given values of m, as 5 increases, asymptotic 
variance of yg decreases. 
7. For given 6, if the shape parameter m increases and P^  
A. 
increases, then AsVar(yg) increases except for P^ = 0.1. 
8. For given S and P^ , when shape parameter m increases, 
AsVar(yq) decreases as P^ decreases. 
9. For given values of 6 and m, sensitivity values are 
fairly stable over K. 
10.The sensitivity values are very close to 1, implying tha 
the AsVar(yq) is robust against the true P^ and P^ form 
their guessed values, implying that the sample size may 
not be necessary to adjust. 
5.6 PROCEDURES FOR PLANNING AN ALT 
Based upon the above discussion, we suggest the following 
guidelines for planning an ALT. 
1. Provide guesstimates of P^ and P^ and the ranges of their 
plausible values. 
2. Determine the censoring time. 
Ill 
3. For various values of K, determine optimal plans with 
given 6 and m. 
4. For given 5 and m, conduct a sensitivity analysis with 
respect to the plausible values of Pu and P^, to see how 
AsVar(yq) varies around these plausible values. 
5. Check the necessity of an ALT based upon s* and a*. 
6. Determine the sample size. 
7. Adjust N* if necessary based upon the results of the 
sensitivity analysis. 
5.7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have considered the problem of optimally designing ALT 
plans for the log-logistic and Burr type XII distributions under 
periodic inspection and Type I censoring. 
We conclude that the log-logistic and Burr Type XII 
distributions are also used to yield an asymptotically optimal 
ALT plans. Since the trends obtained here are similar to the 
trends obtained by Yum and Choi (1989) and Seo and Yum (1991) , 
we also conclude that the number of inspections (K) at stress 
level need not be too large and ALT plan is robust against the 
moderate departures of true P^ and Ph for their guessed values 
with known shape parameters 5 and m. Equally spaced (ES) 
inspection times at each stress level are considered and optimal 
plans use only two stress levels in computational experiments. 
This scheme is administratively convenient and may be 
statistically optimal. Further work based on this method is 





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 3. OPTIMAL ALT PLANS WHEN 8 = 2 . AND m = 1. 
Pu Ph ^o ^ 1 '1 a 1 N AsVar(yq) RATIO 
0.0001 .9 4.6050 -5.7036 
5 4.6050 -4.6050 
1 4.6050 -3.5064 
01 4.6050 -2.3075 
001 4.6050 -1.1517 
0.001 .9 3.4534 -4.5520 
5 3.4534 -3.4534 
.1 3.4534 -2.3548 
01 3.4534 -1.1558 
0.01 .9 2.2976 -3.3962 
5 2.2976 -2.2976 
1 2.2976 -1.1989 
0.1 .9 1.0986 -2.1972 
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TABLE 7. OPTIMAL ALT PLANS WHEN 8 = 2 . AND m = 2. 
Pu Ph ^o 6 1 K '1 a 1 N AsVar(yq) RATIO 
0.0001 .9 4.9516 -5.3372 
.5 4.9516 -4.5109 
.1 4.9516 -3.4931 
.01 4.9516 -2.3062 
001 4.9516 -1.1516 
0.001 .9 3.8001 -4.1856 
5 3.8001 -3.3594 
1 3.8001 -2.3415 
01 3.8001 -1.1547 
0.01 .9 2.6454 -3.0310 
.5 2.6454 -2.2047 
.1 2.6454 -1.1869 
0. 1 9 1.4585 -1.8441 
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TABLE 8. OPTIMAL ALT PLANS VHEN & = 3. AND m = 2 
Pu Ph fio ei K 1 a 1 N AsVar(yq) RATIO 
0.0001 .9 3.3011 -3.5581 
.5 3.3011 -3.0073 
1 3.3011 -2.3287 
01 3.3011 -1.5375 
,001 3.3011 -0.7677 
0.001 .9 2.5334 -2.7904 
.5 2.5334 -2.2396 
1 2.5334 -1.5610 
01 2.5334 -0.7698 
0.01 .9 1.7636 -2.0206 
5 1.7636 -1.4698 
1 1.7636 -0.7912 
0. 1 9 0.9724 -1.2294 
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 11. OPTIMAL ALT PLANS WHEN 6 = 2 . AND m = 3. 
Pu Ph fio *1 K '1 a 1 N AsVar(yq) RATIO 
0.0001 .9 5.1547 -5.2265 
.5 5.1547 -4.4810 
.1 5.1547 -3.4890 
01 5.1547 -2.3061 
001 5.1547 -1.1518 
0.001 .9 4.0029 -4.0747 
.5 4.0029 -3.3292 
.1 4.0029 -2.3372 
.01 4.0029 -1.1543 
0.01 .9 2.8485 -2.9204 
.5 2.8485 -2.1749 
.1 2.8485 -1.1829 
0. 1 9 1.6657 -1.7375 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1 2 4 
TABLE 13. Sensitivities of AsVar(yq) When 8 = 0.5, and m=1 
Ph 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 13 . Cont 
0 . 5 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 .01 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
0 . 1 
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Table 13. Cont 









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































h 0.0600 0.0800 0.1000 0.1200 
0.7000 

















































































T a b l e 14. Cont 
0 .01 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
0 . 1 
0 . 1 0 . 9 
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TABLE 15. Sensitivities of AsVar(yq) When 6 = 2 . , and ra=l 
u Ph 
0.0001 0.9 




























































































































































































































T a b l e 15 . Cont 
0 . 5 
0 . 1 
0 . 0 1 
0 .01 0 . 9 
0 . 5 
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Table 15. Cont 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































T a b l e 16. Cont 
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T a b l e 16. C o n t . . . 
0 . 0 1 0 . 9 
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APPENDIX 
STANDARDIZATION OF PARAMETERS 
Let us consider use stress SQ = 0 and high stress S2 = 1 • 
Under this reparameterization, let, with and without the prime 
represent the original and standardized scale, respectively. It 
has the following transfonnation: 
s = (s'- s6)/(s^ - s6) . (5.8.1) 
It can be written as 
s' = s(s^ - s6 ) + s^ . (5.8.2) 
Next, consider the standardization of time. Let 
tci - tc2 = tc in the original time scale. In the standardized 
scale, every parameter whose unit is time must be divided by t^. 
That is, 0 = e'/tc- Therefore, we have the following 
relationship: 
e = e(P6 + ^ is') / t^ 
= e(^6 + ^ i{s(s^ - s^ ) + s^}) e-lnt^ 
= e{(^6 + ^{s'o - Int^) + /3is(s^  - s^)} . (5.8.3) 
Since 9 = e (^0 •" ^i^) , we have 
0^ - ^0 + ^[^'0 - mt^ , (5.8.4) 
$1 = $i (s^ - s'o) . (5.8.5) 
or, equivalently, 
1^ = ^i/(s^ - si) , (5.8.6) 
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and 
= |3o + Int^ - ^ iS6/(s^ - s6) (5.8.7) 
From equations (5.2.9) and (5.8.4), one can see 
Yq = fio + /3is6 + 1/6. In 
l _ ( l _ q ) l / m j 
(l_q)l/Tn 
= /So + IntA + 1/5 . In-
1- ( l - q ) l / " i 
( l - q ) l / m 
Also 
Yq = Po + 1/5. In- l - d - q ) ! / " ^ ( l _ q ) l / m 
( 5 . 8 . 8 ) 
(5.8.91 
It can be shown that 
AsVar (yq) = AsVar (yq) 




The two-step procedure was adopted to optimize AsVar (y-q) 
respect to s^  and a^ . This technique is applied to our problem 
according to the following steps: 
(1) We optimize a^  (say a*). 
That is, from equation (5.3.16) 
a (ava r (yq ) ) 
da. 
- = N - l { s ? Q i - Q2)a? + 2Q2ai - Q2} / 
{QiQ2(Si - l ) 2 ( - a 2 + a i ) 2 } = 0 . ( 5 . 8 . 1 0 ) 
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The optimal value of a^, for 0 < a^  < 1, is given by 
at = C-Q2 + Jsf Q1Q2 } / [sf Qi - Qa) . (5.8.11) 
(2) We employ the grid search with respect to s^  to optimize 
AsVar(yq) . That is, a* and the minimum of AsVar(yq) are 
determined on the grid Sj = d, 2d, 3d, ... , where d is the 
grid size. Finally, minimum value of AsVar(yq) is 
determined by optimal s^  {i.e.,s*) and the corresponding a* 
among all the grid points considered. 
In actual computational experiments, the above method was 
tried for a given set of P^, Pji (and corresponding /SQ, |3i),6,m 
and K with 500 different grid points. Besides, the grid size for 
Si is set to 0.002. Finally, N is set to 1, the optimal solution 
consists of s* (and the corresponding a*} for which AsVar(yq) 
attains the minimum among all the grid points considered. 
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